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Agenda  

3

Agenda for Virtual Business Meetings for the 201st OVYM Annual Sessions (2021)

Wednesday 6/16
6:30 pm  to 9:00 pm

Clerk’s Welcome 
Roll Call
Introductions

Reports
Epistle Summary
Nominating Comm.
Budget for 2020-21
Web Administrator
Intro: Minute on Nukes

Final Review of Minutes

Closing Worship

Thursday 6/17
1:00 pm to 3:00 pm

Clerk’s Welcome
Roll Call
Introductions

Reports
Faith and Practice Comm.
Nominating Comm.
Minute on Nuclear Weapons

Final review of Minutes

Closing Worship

Sunday 6/20
10:00 am to 11:00 am

Clerk’s Welcome
Roll Call
Introductions

Reports
Youth Secretary
Registrar
Reading of Epistles
Planning Comm.

Consent Agenda
(accept items w/o discussion)
All other Advance Reports

Our time together is short, so let us each prepare well!
Please read Reports in Advance. If you have questions about a report, contact the person who submitted it. 

Please come to business sessions with paper, cloth, or something in the following colors, each representing a
specific response. The colors provide a visual signal to aid in our discussion and discernment:

WHITE (I have a question) BLACK (I can answer a question) YELLOW (I wish to speak to the issue)
RED (I have a stop) GREEN (I am ready to move forward/I approve)



Executive Committee Report
As is our custom, Executive Committee met in August, November, February, and April. Because of 
continued pandemic restrictions, all meetings took place via Zoom. The February meeting is usually the 
only “conference call” and is allotted less time, but this year the format was the same, and so it was also 
scheduled for a full afternoon. 

At the August meeting, Executive Committee approved a minute of concern regarding the absence of 
representatives from several monthly meetings and from Yearly Meeting committees. The presiding 
clerk, assistant clerk, and Religious Nurture and Education committee reached out to those who were 
absent. At subsequent meetings, we welcomed a Friend who sits on two committees and three new 
representatives from monthly meetings. In addition, Friends who serve on Yearly Meeting committees 
and attend Executive Committee in other capacities agreed to represent additional committees to 
improve communication. 

With joy, we approved the publication and distribution plan presented by the Faith and Practice Revision
committee. We approved the Nominating Committee’s outreach to Earthcare and Peace and Social 
Concerns, two small committees that typically fill their own slates. Both committees welcomed 
assistance from the Nominating Committee. Once again, we approved paying the women who typically 
staff our children’s program during annual sessions, even though they will not be working directly with 
our children. 

Executive Committee discussed the practice of Noticing Patterns of Oppression and Faithfulness, an 
anti-racism practice developed by New England Yearly Meeting and adopted by FGC’s Central and 
Executive committees, but found no agreement. Nonetheless, we value discussion of racism and 
antiracism so set aside time during each meeting to share resources and reflections on the work within 
our monthly meetings.

During my tenure as clerk, I have shifted from a set agenda with regular reports from all committees to 
requesting advance reports and prioritizing items requiring discussion and decisions. The approach has 
benefits. Committees arrive more prepared, and discussion is more focused. However, we risk losing 
track of some Yearly Meeting committees. This risk is exacerbated by understaffed committees, some of 
which do not have a clerk. 

Virtual meetings have allowed Executive Committee to safely continue the work of the Yearly Meeting 
since our last annual sessions. Zoom has saved us considerable time and expense and reduced our 
consumption of fossil fuels, but seeing Friends face to face is a joy that I hope some of us will be able to 
resume in the year ahead. 

Respectfully submitted,
Martha Viehmann, presiding clerk
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Miami Quarterly Meeting Report
This year has been unlike any that our Miami Quarter has experienced in its 200 + years. I well 
remember the Miami Quarter meeting held at Miami meeting house in Wilmington, OH in February 
2020. At that meeting, we discussed the rise in the number of cases of Covid-19 but how the impending 
pandemic would affect us was entirely unclear. Naively perhaps, we made plans to enjoy a Joint Quarter 
meeting in the fall. Instead, shortly after that Quarter Meeting, most monthly meetings in our Quarter 
stopped meeting in person and that long-hoped-for Joint Quarter meeting was held on-line. 

Over the past year Friends in Miami monthly meetings have sought ways to continue to meet for 
Meeting for Worship and to carry on the business of their meetings without endangering each other's 
health by coming in close physical proximity. Many meetings have adapted to using video conferencing 
technology to carry on Meeting for Worship and other meetings but this technology is not a perfect 
replacement for our wonderful meetings when all who wished to, could come, enjoy a hug or a 
handshake, a chat with a friend, and a cup of tea and a cookie. In their state of their meeting reports, 
most meetings in Miami Quarter spoke about the pleasure of having new and old Friends participate 
through on-line worship. However, too many Friends, particularly young Friends, do not participate, for 
various reasons, in meetings held via video conference and their absence is deeply felt. With the 
restrictions imposed by the Covid-19 pandemic easing, most meetings are struggling with how to return 
to in-person meetings while maintaining the benefits they experienced using video conferencing. 

In addition to adapting to the restrictions imposed by the pandemic, many in Miami Quarter labored to 
discern their response to the presence of systemic racism in our country. Many have begun book reading 
groups to become more aware and perhaps led to action to combat this blight. In some ways, the change 
in our practice imposed on us by the pandemic gave us the necessary time to read the many books on 
racism and reflect on how they were led to respond.

Being forced out of our meeting houses has given us an opportunity to examine our relationship to the 
buildings. Since the earliest times of Quakerism, Quakers have seen their Meeting Houses as simply 
buildings. Several monthly meetings in our Quarter are examining their meeting houses and what 
changes they wish to make to enhance the quality of their meeting. Some monthly meetings are 
considering purchasing their building while others are considering selling their building. 

It is clear that the pandemic has affected our Friends profoundly and it will likely continue to affect us 
even when we return to meeting in person. Friends are doing heroic work to adapt to a situation we were
not expecting or were prepared for. We are all better to use spirit's guidance to lead us to a better place.

Whitewater Quarterly Meeting Report
Whitewater Quarter met via Zoom in April. The meeting was well attended. Friends felt the Spirit in 
morning worship despite the distance. During Meeting for Business, State of Society Reports were 
shared. Friends enjoyed questioning other monthly meetings about their practices. It was a great learning
experience. The afternoon program, "Self-Care and Empowerment through Listening to others and 
Speaking our Truth," was presented by Buck Bunner, Erica Pearson and Bob Pierce. Friends met with 
several other Friends in breakout rooms and practiced the listening skills being taught.

The new Clerk will be Christine Carver, the new Recording Clerk will be Eric Hailperin-Lausch and 
David Duvall will continue as Treasurer.
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Budget and Finance Committee Report
Last fall, the Budget and Finance Committee sent out a request to Committee Clerks, to ascertain if there
needed to be any changes in the OVYM budget for the upcoming fiscal year. The feedback we received 
was essentially that the existing budget was fine, so, when we met in January 2021, we put together a 
budget that did not propose any major changes for the upcoming fiscal year. Our proposed budget is 
included in Wilson Palmer's Treasurer Report.

In our November 2020 meeting, we reviewed our current understanding of the history of the Benevolent 
Fund which was began in 1876 and was intended to support those in financial need in the yearly 
Meeting; the income (interest) from the principal was to be given to the Quarterly Meetings for 
provision of support to those in need. We took a few minutes to address several issues --including 
balance between the Quarters, the realistic amount that would be available, whether the appeals should 
come directly from Monthly Meetings rather than to the Quarterlies. We will revisit the issue at our next 
meeting.

We reviewed the draft guidelines that Wilson had prepared for the Meetinghouse Fund and approved 
asking Executive Committee to approve the process for request, disbursement, and repayment of grants 
from the fund, and for monies to be transferred from General Find Reserves if needed.

We approved for the OVYM Treasurer(s) to use their wise judgement in issuing checks for items in the 
Yearly Meeting budget in cases where there was not a sound history of good information as to the proper
recipient or appropriate response (such as checks being cashed).

We approved a minute asking for a return to simply reporting to Monthly Meetings a suggested 
Proportional Share after a proposed budget had been approved by Executive Committee.

Steve Angell
Convener, OVYM Budget and Finance Committee

Personnel Committee Report
The Personnel Committee wishes to extend our warmest thanks to Deborah Jordan, our Administrative 
Secretary, and Kaia Jackson, our Youth Secretary, for their extraordinarily devoted and dedicated service
for many years. Thank you, thank you, thank you!

The Personnel Committee also stays abreast of the search processes for their successors, and we stand 
ready to assist with personnel contracts should we appoint a new person to these positions.

Steve Angell
Clerk, Personnel Committee
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Audit Committee Report
Due to COVID-19 and the hands-on nature of an audit, the Audit Committee did not meet in person this 
year. The knowledge that we have an experienced, competent and reliable treasurer eased our sense of 
discomfort about not being able to conduct a full audit.

The Treasurer did send out copies of the necessary documents to verify that the amounts stated on the 
Treasurer's report for all OVYM funds are correct. OVYM does possess, in banks and brokerages, the 
amounts of money reported on the yearly Treasurer's report.

As always, we appreciate the opportunity to be of service to our wider Quaker community.

Braddock Fund Committee Report
The Braddock Committee current membership are Wilhelmina Branson, Christine Snyder, and Steve 
Angell.

In June 2020, the Braddock Committee approved an application of Guy Banks for on-line training from 
the ISSA that would enable him to obtain certification as a Master Trainer. The amount of the grant was 
$1800.

In August 2020, we received a grant application from a Texas organization, to fund the acquisition of 
books that would be used for educational purposes. In many respects, the Committee thought the 
application was worthy, but we turned it down because it did not meet our guidelines of serving inmates 
within the OVYM geographical area.

In February 2021, the Braddock Committee approved a $3000 grant to Cathy Roma of Wilmington 
College and the Ohio Prison Arts Connection. The purpose was to produce a visual album by the KUJI 
Men's Chorus at the Marion Correctional Institution. The Committee approved the full $3000 grant.
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Treasurer's Report
"Time is one of God’s gifts which we easily take for granted, and in the use of which we are commonly 
prodigal. It is rich in opportunities, yet it is relentless in its record of our selection.”
(1978 OVYM Book of Discipline)

The same could be said about the stewardship of our financial resources. Fortunately for me, your 
OVYM Treasurer, we have not been prodigal with our resources and I have never worried about whether
our checkbook balance would allow us to meet our financial obligations. I thank you, dear Friends, as 
this easy situation is made possible by the strong and faithful monetary support of your Meetings. Extra 
thanks go out to Dayton, Eastern Hills, White Rose and Yellow Springs Meetings for donating more than
their proportional share amounts, those many individuals who give extra contributions with their Annual
Sessions registrations, those who send money directly to the Yearly Meeting and/or those who donate all
or part of their yearly meeting related travel costs.

I am writing this on May 11, 2021 and there is still a month and a half left to our fiscal year. We have 
already received over $49,000 of the $57,000 expected. I have received communications from those 
responsible for about $4000 of the missing $8K that their payments should arrive soon. I feel confident 
that all of the $8000 will be received before the year ends. (See Table 11 “2020-21 YTD” column) As 
COVID-19 has cancelled in-person Yearly Meeting Sessions and youth outings, our budgeted $18,000 
loss will not happen this year and again we will likely end the year with a surplus. (See Table 10, 
columns “2020-21 Budget” and “2020-21 YTD” columns. Yearly Meeting Sessions is Table 24)

I will not know the exact end of year figures until the end of June. Instead, I will report a little bit about 
the previous fiscal year, where the information is complete. This is column "2019-20 Actual". Although 
the budget for that year proposed a loss, the effects of COVID-19 on Yearly Meeting Sessions resulted in
very low expenses. We ended that fiscal year with a $3819.36 surplus. In spite of the uncertain year, our 
investments, which are overseen by Friends Fiduciary Corporation (FFC), managed to stay out of the 
red, returning about a 2.9% gain during that fiscal year. (See Tables 1, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 9). 

Speaking about our invested funds, two more items occur to me. The Braddock Fund for Prison Ministry
was active this year, dispensing another $3000 grant (Table 9). Since the Braddock Fund was resurrected
in 2014 and the committee became active a year or two later, they have awarded over $21,000. The Faith
and Practice Printing Fund was used this year to publish the new revision and copies were given to our 
Meetings and all members who wanted one. Copies were also sent to Quaker libraries and archives all 
over the world, and we still have copies remaining. The total cost was $3271.66 (Table 6). When the 
fund was first established we seeded it with $500 a year transferred from the General Fund until it 
reached $4000. One would expect then, that there would be less than $800 left in that fund, but due to 
the magic of FFC, the balance is currently $3227.44. By the time the Yearly Meeting finally decides to 
transfer the remainder back to the General Fund, we could be getting our original $4000 investment 
returned. 

Report submitted by Wilson Palmer, OVYM Treasurer
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2020-21 OVYM Treasurer's Report - Fiscal Year 7/1/2020 to 6/30/2021

1

Table 1. Fund Balances
FWCC International Rep. Triavel (Table 2)        1,683.65        2,683.65        3,683.65        4,683.65        5,683.65        5,683.65        6,683.65 

Benevolent Fund-Inv. (Table 3)        6,847.92        7,014.67        7,315.59        7,533.71        7,609.05        9,439.80        9,534.20 

Peace Witness Fund-Inv. (Table 4)        2,500.00        2,605.22        2,728.07        2,854.15        2,882.69        3,431.96        3,466.28 

Meetinghouse Resource Fund-Inv. (Table 5)        6,385.11        6,805.02        7,096.95        7,308.55        7,461.83      10,157.67      10,259.25 

Faith & Practice Printing Fund-Inv. (Table 6)        4,532.47        4,829.45        5,036.63        5,186.80        5,238.67        3,227.44        3,259.71 

Teen Committee Fund (Table 7)           685.44           685.44           975.44           975.44           975.44           975.44           975.44 

Spiritual Nurture Fund-Inv. (Table 8)        8,113.12        8,644.82        9,015.68        9,284.49        9,377.33      11,163.79      11,275.43 

Braddock Fund-Inv. (Table 9)      76,256.73      79,106.26      72,160.17      72,356.32      73,079.88      84,004.60      84,844.65 

General Fund Reserves-Inv      31,041.74      33,074.15      66,704.83      68,693.66      69,380.60      86,073.70      86,934.44 

General Fund (Table 10)      44,304.50      59,909.81      28,257.88      32,077.24      13,896.56      35,768.48      24,196.88 

Total    182,350.68    205,358.49    202,974.89    210,954.01    195,585.70    249,926.53    241,429.92 

Table 2. FWCC Fund
Starting Balance           683.65        1,683.65        2,683.65        3,683.65        4,683.65        4,683.65        5,683.65 

Transfer from General Fund        1,000.00        1,000.00        1,000.00        1,000.00        1,000.00        1,000.00        1,000.00 

Disbursements 

Ending Balance        1,683.65        2,683.65        3,683.65        4,683.65        5,683.65        5,683.65        6,683.65 

Starting Balance        5,773.66        6,847.92        7,014.67        7,315.59        7,533.71        7,533.71        9,439.80 

Gain or (Loss) from investment        1,074.26           166.75           300.92           218.12             75.34        1,906.09             94.40 

Ending Balance        6,847.92        7,014.67        7,315.59        7,533.71        7,609.05        9,439.80        9,534.20 

Starting Balance        2,500.00        2,500.00        2,605.22        2,728.07        2,854.15        2,854.15        3,431.96 

Gain or (Loss) from investment             75.00           105.22           122.85           143.77             28.54           577.81             34.32 

Disbursements             75.00 

Ending Balance        2,500.00        2,605.22        2,728.07        2,854.15        2,882.69        3,431.96        3,466.28 

Starting Balance        5,599.75        6,385.11        6,805.02        7,096.95        7,308.55        7,308.55      10,157.67 
    Income and Disbursements        1,000.00 

Gain or (Loss) from investment           785.36           419.91           291.93           211.60             73.09        1,849.12           101.58 

Ending Balance        6,385.11        6,805.02        7,096.95        7,308.55        7,461.83      10,157.67      10,259.25 

Starting Balance        3,974.98        4,532.47        4,829.45        5,036.63        5,186.80        5,186.80        3,227.44 

Gain/(Loss) from investment           557.49           296.98           207.18           150.17             51.87        1,312.30             32.27 

Disbursements        3,271.66 

Ending Balance        4,532.47        4,829.45        5,036.63        5,186.80        5,238.67        3,227.44        3,259.71 

Starting Balance - last year's Ending Balance           655.44           685.44           685.44           975.44           975.44           975.44           975.44 

   Unused Fundraising+Contributions or (Debt)             30.00           290.00 

Ending Balance           685.44           685.44           975.44           975.44           975.44           975.44           975.44 

Starting Balance        7,115.22        8,113.12        8,644.82        9,015.68        9,284.49        9,284.49      11,163.79 

Income and Disbursements                   -                     -   

Gain or (Loss) from investment           997.90           531.70           370.86           268.81             92.84        1,879.30           111.64 

Ending Balance        8,113.12        8,644.82        9,015.68        9,284.49        9,377.33      11,163.79      11,275.43 

Starting Balance      68,498.36      76,256.73      79,106.26      72,160.17      72,356.32      72,356.32      84,004.60 
    Income        1,000.00 

Disbursements        4,110.00      10,074.00        3,121.78        3,000.00 

Gain or (Loss) from investment        7,758.37        6,959.53        3,127.91        2,317.93           723.56      14,648.28           840.05 

Ending Balance      76,256.73      79,106.26      72,160.17      72,356.32      73,079.88      84,004.60      84,844.65 

 2016-17   
Actual 

 2017-18   
Actual 

 2018-19 
Actual 

 2019-20 
Actual 

 2020-21 
Budget 

 2020-21 YTD 
 2021-22 
Budget 

Table 3. Benevolent Fund - Invested

Table 4. Peace Witness Fund - Invested

Table 5. Meetinghouse Resource Fund - Invested

Table 6. Faith & Practice Printing Fund - Invested

Table 7. Teen Committee Fund - Results from Table 21

Table 8. Spiritual Nurture Fund - Invested

Table 9. Braddock Fund for Prison Ministry - Invested
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 2016-17   
Actual 

 2017-18   
Actual 

 2018-19 
Actual 

 2019-20 
Actual 

 2020-21 
Budget 

 2020-21 YTD 
 2021-22 
Budget 

Table 10. General Fund Summary
INCOME

Meeting Contributions (Table 11)      65,994.00      65,528.00      59,694.00      60,520.00      57,000.00      49,043.00      56,880.00 

Other Income-Appeal letter                   -                     -                     -                     -   

Cash and purchases contributed to OVYM           120.00           301.00           200.00        1,016.12           300.00           300.00 

Donated Travel Costs        2,115.31           512.75           603.63           490.74           800.00           176.00           800.00 

Sales of Disciplines             61.60 

Total Income      68,229.31      66,341.75      60,497.63      62,026.86      58,100.00      49,280.60      57,980.00 

EXPENSES

Operating Expenses (Table 12)      21,091.83      12,170.34      30,682.08      29,091.20      32,330.68      27,616.21      32,351.60 

Committee Expenses (Table 17)        2,886.26           903.68        1,119.62        4,361.88        7,850.00           100.00        7,850.00 

Representative Travel (Table 23)        1,464.10        2,025.94        1,918.25        1,987.54        2,500.00           376.00        2,000.00 

Yearly Meeting Session (Table 24)      16,367.68      14,786.48        9,779.61        2,216.88      14,750.00        2,247.15        8,500.00 

Transfer to FWCC Trienniel Travel        1,000.00        1,000.00        1,000.00        1,000.00        1,000.00        1,000.00        1,000.00 

Transfer to Faith & Practice Printing Fund                   -                     -   

Donations by OVYM (Table 25)      19,850.00      19,850.00      17,650.00      19,550.00      17,850.00      14,250.00      17,850.00 

Total Expenses      62,659.87      50,736.44      62,149.56      58,207.50      76,280.68      45,589.36      69,551.60 

Net General Fund Gain/(Loss)        5,569.44      15,605.31       (1,651.93)        3,819.36     (18,180.68)        3,691.24     (11,571.60)

Table 11. Meeting Contributions
Bloomington        7,400.00        5,000.00        7,200.00        5,640.00        6,720.00        6,720.00        6,240.00 

Campus        1,400.00        1,400.00        1,200.00        1,320.00        1,320.00        1,320.00           720.00 

Clear Creek        8,160.00        8,640.00        7,800.00        6,960.00        8,280.00        8,280.00        8,400.00 

Community        8,520.00        7,320.00        6,960.00        7,380.00        6,840.00        6,150.00        7,200.00 

Dayton (2400)        1,320.00        2,040.00        2,160.00        2,700.00        2,400.00        2,700.00        2,400.00 

Eastern Hills (1440)        1,560.00        1,560.00        1,620.00        2,000.00        1,440.00        2,000.00        1,440.00 

Englewood        1,500.00        1,125.00 

Fall Creek        2,760.00        2,800.00        1,200.00        1,200.00 

Fort Wayne           840.00           840.00           720.00           600.00           600.00           720.00 

Lafayette           720.00           720.00        1,440.00           600.00           600.00 

Lexington        5,040.00        4,800.00        4,680.00        4,680.00        4,680.00        5,040.00 

Louisville        6,000.00        5,400.00        4,920.00        4,000.00        4,320.00        4,320.00        3,960.00 

Miami        4,800.00        4,920.00        4,000.00        2,000.00        3,360.00        3,360.00 

North Meadow        4,309.00        4,443.00        4,234.00        4,060.00        4,080.00        3,333.00        4,560.00 

Oxford        1,800.00        2,280.00        2,280.00        2,160.00        1,920.00        1,920.00        1,920.00 

White Rose        1,000.00        1,000.00        1,940.00        1,440.00        1,500.00        1,440.00 

Yellow Sprinqs (7800)      11,625.00      12,000.00      11,200.00      10,840.00        7,800.00      10,800.00        7,680.00 

Total Meeting Contributions      65,994.00      65,528.00      59,694.00      60,520.00      57,000.00      49,043.00      56,880.00 

Bold = Meetings who pledged
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 2016-17   
Actual 

 2017-18   
Actual 

 2018-19 
Actual 

 2019-20 
Actual 

 2020-21 
Budget 

 2020-21 YTD 
 2021-22 
Budget 

Table 12. Operating Expenses
Administration (Table 13)           960.45        1,135.63        1,150.00           993.16        2,180.00        1,277.11        2,000.00 

Clerical support (Table 14)             51.64           174.94           356.58           296.64           380.00           182.10           380.00 

Staff (Table 15)      17,426.26        8,119.14      27,330.84      26,334.02      27,470.68      24,508.45      27,821.60 

Publications (Table 16)        2,353.48        2,440.63        1,544.66        1,167.38        2,000.00        1,648.55        1,850.00 

Archives           300.00           300.00           300.00           300.00           300.00           300.00 

Total      21,091.83      12,170.34      30,682.08      29,091.20      32,330.68      27,616.21      32,351.60 

Table 13. Administration
Bank Charges             68.50             16.50             30.00             30.00 

Liability Insurance           870.95        1,047.13        1,117.00           945.16        1,200.00           965.86        1,020.00 

OVYM Background Checks             21.00             72.00             33.00             39.00           150.00           150.00 

     Constituent Meeting Background Checks             99.00 

     (Constituent Meeting Reimbursment)            (90.00)

Officers' Expenses           800.00           311.25           800.00 

Total           960.45        1,135.63        1,150.00           993.16        2,180.00        1,277.11        2,000.00 

Table 14. Clerical Support
Office Expenses             11.68           111.45           152.16           181.99           200.00           149.90           200.00 

Postage               9.80             45.08             35.36             74.76             80.00             32.20             80.00 

Copying             30.16             18.41           169.06             39.89           100.00           100.00 

Total             51.64           174.94           356.58           296.64           380.00           182.10           380.00 

Table 15. Staff
Compensation      16,922.40        7,719.48      24,807.12      24,665.28      24,790.68      24,151.20      26,141.60 

Workers Comp           222.34           219.66           230.34           216.72           250.00           192.25           250.00 

Cell Phone                   -                     -   

Internet Access           180.00           180.00           180.00           180.00           180.00           165.00           180.00 

Travel           101.52        2,113.38        1,272.02        2,000.00        1,000.00 

Professional Development           250.00           250.00 

Total      17,426.26        8,119.14      27,330.84      26,334.02      27,470.68      24,508.45      27,821.60 

Table 16. Publications
 Quill           691.85           762.90           360.29           338.74           400.00           427.37           400.00 

 Web site expenses           300.00           143.30           150.00 

 Minute Books and Reports in Advance        1,296.91        1,191.12           943.17           825.49        1,000.00        1,077.88        1,000.00 

 Directory           364.72           486.61           241.20               3.15           300.00           300.00 

Total        2,353.48        2,440.63        1,544.66        1,167.38        2,000.00        1,648.55        1,850.00 

Table 17. Committee Expense
Religious Nurture & Education (Table 18)        1,254.70           531.00           461.07        1,012.54        1,000.00           100.00        1,000.00 

(Table 19)                   -                     -                     -                     -                     -                     -                     -   

Peace & Social Concerns (Table 20)                   -                     -                     -                     -               50.00                   -               50.00 

Teen Program (Table 21)                   -                     -             193.06        2,999.39        6,300.00                   -          6,300.00 

Adult Young Friends (Table 22)             18.14                   -                     -                     -             100.00                   -             100.00 

Joint Quarterly Meeting Children's Program           174.12 

Travel - Donated        1,283.31           144.61           200.00             51.20           100.00           100.00 

Travel - Reimbursed           155.99           228.07           265.49           298.75           300.00           300.00 

Total Expenses        2,886.26           903.68        1,119.62        4,361.88        7,850.00           100.00        7,850.00 
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 2016-17   
Actual 

 2017-18   
Actual 

 2018-19 
Actual 

 2019-20 
Actual 

 2020-21 
Budget 

 2020-21 YTD 
 2021-22 
Budget 

Table 18. Religious Nurture & Education Committee
Pamphlets, copying and printing             11.00           411.07             10.00             10.00 

Gatherings, Retreats, Honorariums           962.29           660.00             50.00        1,534.54        1,050.00           100.00        1,050.00 

(Retreat Income)          (140.00)          (522.00)          (100.00)          (100.00)

Resource Materials           292.41             40.00             40.00 

Total Expense        1,254.70           531.00           461.07        1,012.54        1,000.00           100.00        1,000.00 

Table 19. 

Total Expense                   -                     -                     -                     -                     -                     -                     -   

Table 20. Peace & Social Concerns
Workcamp and Pre-YM Workshop               5.00               5.00 

Postage             45.00             45.00 

Display for YM Sessions and other Materials

Total Expense                   -                     -                     -                     -               50.00                   -               50.00 

Table 21. Teen/Middle Youth Program
INCOME

Contributions           290.00 

Fundraising             30.00 

Registration Fees             75.00 

OVYM contrib to expenses ($6300 max)           193.06        2,999.39        6,300.00        6,300.00 

Total Income             30.00                   -             483.06        3,074.39        6,300.00                   -          6,300.00 

EXPENSE

Publicity             45.10 

Teen Events           147.96           646.49 

Service Trips        2,427.90        6,300.00        6,300.00 

Cost of Fundraising    

Total Expense                   -                     -             193.06        3,074.39        6,300.00                   -          6,300.00 

Teen Funds saved or used (Table 7)             30.00                   -             290.00                   -                     -                     -                     -   

Table 22. Adult Young Friends
Income           100.00           100.00 

Retreats, book club, OVYM sessions             18.14           100.00           100.00 

Scholarships           100.00           100.00 

Total Expenses             18.14                   -                     -                     -             100.00                   -             100.00 

Table 23. Representative Travel
Normal ($300 per trip)           600.00           777.95           600.00           600.00        1,000.00           200.00           750.00 

Additional Reimbursement             32.10           879.85           914.62           948.00        1,000.00           750.00 

Donated Travel           832.00           368.14           403.63           439.54           500.00           176.00           500.00 

Total Expenses        1,464.10        2,025.94        1,918.25        1,987.54        2,500.00           376.00        2,000.00 
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 2016-17   
Actual 

 2017-18   
Actual 

 2018-19 
Actual 

 2019-20 
Actual 

 2020-21 
Budget 

 2020-21 YTD 
 2021-22 
Budget 

Table 24. Yearly Meeting Sessions
INCOME

Contributions        3,011.00        2,916.00        1,541.00        3,775.00        2,500.00           311.00           500.00 

Coffee contributions and collections           438.00           231.00           250.00           200.00 

Registration        3,660.00        3,705.00        2,746.00        4,668.60        2,000.00           665.85        2,000.00 

Room & Board Charges      13,566.00      12,294.00      10,748.00      11,437.00      12,000.00                   -   

Bookstore Income        1,786.06        1,070.65           560.15             10.00           500.00           200.00 

Total Income      22,023.06      19,985.65      16,033.15      20,121.60      17,250.00           976.85        2,900.00 

EXPENSES

Administration/A-V        2,080.71        1,614.06        1,845.00        2,113.36        2,000.00           400.00 

Adult Program        1,521.96        1,327.45        1,859.28           445.48        1,500.00        1,000.00        1,000.00 

Sessions deposit        2,447.30        3,842.15        1,654.31        5,500.00        5,000.00 

Teen Program before 2018.  Now = Coffee Service        1,385.00           922.29           432.23           870.33           500.00                   -   

Middle Youth before 2018.  Now = MY and Teens        4,175.80        3,876.80        1,919.99           235.12        2,500.00           350.00        2,000.00 

Children's Program        5,929.82        3,062.18        3,616.39        2,457.00        3,500.00        1,874.00        3,000.00 

Adult Room & Board      11,159.05      10,272.32        6,186.96        8,114.42        8,000.00                   -   

Room & Board Subsidies

Children, middle youth, teens        4,048.00        4,086.00        3,800.00        3,934.00        4,000.00                   -   

Staff, officers, and registration discounts        3,030.00        2,453.00        2,784.00        2,538.00        2,750.00                   -   

Guests           282.00           480.00           532.00           626.00           650.00                   -   

YAF attenders subsidy        1,083.00           679.00           373.00             96.00           200.00                   -   

    First-time attenders subsidy           570.00        1,387.00           369.00           523.00           500.00                   -   

Simple Meal Donation           210.00           196.00           144.00           142.00           200.00                   -   

Bookstore Expenses           468.10           573.88           296.60           243.77           200.00                   -   

Total Expenses      38,390.74      34,772.13      25,812.76      22,338.48      32,000.00        3,224.00      11,400.00 

Net Cost of Session      16,367.68      14,786.48        9,779.61        2,216.88      14,750.00        2,247.15        8,500.00 

Table 25. Donations by OVYM
OVYM Ministries

Quaker Heights Friends Home        2,000.00        2,000.00 

Friends Music Camp        1,700.00        1,700.00        1,700.00        1,700.00        1,700.00        1,700.00        1,700.00 

Subtotal        3,700.00        3,700.00        1,700.00        1,700.00        1,700.00        1,700.00        1,700.00 

Major Quaker Organizations

AFSC        2,650.00        2,650.00        2,650.00        2,650.00        2,650.00        2,650.00        2,650.00 

FCNL        2,000.00        2,000.00        2,000.00        2,000.00        2,000.00        2,000.00        2,000.00 

FGC        4,000.00        4,000.00        4,000.00        4,000.00        4,000.00        4,000.00        4,000.00 

Friends Journal           600.00           600.00           600.00           600.00           600.00           600.00           600.00 

FWCC        3,000.00        3,000.00        3,000.00        3,000.00        3,000.00        3,000.00        3,000.00 

Subtotal      12,250.00      12,250.00      12,250.00      12,250.00      12,250.00      12,250.00      12,250.00 

Quaker Education and Outreach

Earlham College           300.00           300.00           300.00        2,000.00           300.00           300.00 

Olney Friends School           300.00           300.00           300.00           300.00           300.00           300.00           300.00 

Quaker Heritage Center           300.00           300.00           300.00           300.00           300.00           300.00 

Wilmington College           300.00           300.00           300.00           300.00           300.00           300.00 

Subtotal        1,200.00        1,200.00        1,200.00        2,900.00        1,200.00           300.00        1,200.00 

Quaker Peace and Social Concerns with specific focus

FLGBTQC (Lesbian & Gay Concerns)           200.00           200.00                   -             200.00           200.00           200.00           200.00 

Friends Peace Teams           500.00           500.00           500.00           500.00           500.00           500.00 

William Penn House           200.00           200.00           200.00           200.00           200.00           200.00 

Indiana Friends Com. On Legislation           200.00           200.00           200.00           200.00           200.00          (200.00)           200.00 

Quaker Earthcare Witness           500.00           500.00           500.00           500.00           500.00           500.00 

Quaker United Nations Office           500.00           500.00           500.00           500.00           500.00           500.00 

Right Sharing of World Resources           600.00           600.00           600.00           600.00           600.00           600.00 

Subtotal        2,700.00        2,700.00        2,500.00        2,700.00        2,700.00                   -          2,700.00 

Total Contributions      19,850.00      19,850.00      17,650.00      19,550.00      17,850.00      14,250.00      17,850.00 
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Miami Quarter CAM COM DAY EH LEX LOU MIA OX YS TOTALS
MEMBERSHIP 12/31/19 22 57 20 24 39 36 28 16 65 307
Correction to last report by addition 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
Births/Adoptions 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Request of parents 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1
Convincement 0 1 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 4
Youth accepted as adults 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
Transfers to 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1
TOTAL GAIN 0 3 0 2 3 0 0 0 0 8
Correction to last report by subtraction 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Deaths 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1
Removal by request 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 3
Youth becoming adults 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Transfers from 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1
Loss of contact 10 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 11
TOTAL LOSSES 10 0 0 2 0 3 0 0 1 16
NET GAIN OR LOSS -10 3 0 0 3 -3 0 0 -1 -8

MEMBERSHIP 12/31/20 12 60 20 24 42 33 28 16 64 299
Members & attenders < 10 0 1 1 3 7 3 0 0 2 17
Members & attenders 10-13 0 4 1 0 4 3 0 0 0 12
Members & attenders 14-18 0 1 1 2 3 3 1 1 3 15
TOTAL YOUTH 0 6 3 5 14 9 1 1 5 44
Members & attenders 19-25 0 4 1 2 2 2 0 4 5 20
Members & attenders 26-35 0 1 5 3 4 1 2 0 11 27
Members & attenders 36-65 3 29 16 12 19 31 10 6 41 167
Members & attenders >65 9 20 11 13 26 22 27 6 31 165
TOTAL ADULTS 12 54 33 30 51 56 39 16 88 379
Resident members - Adult 0 42 13 18 37 27 17 8 43 205
Resident members - Associate 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 4 6
Non-resident members - Adult 1 6 7 3 5 6 17 3 21 69
Non-resident members - Associate 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 4 0 6
United Meetings WYM WYM N/A 0
Budget members 6.0 60 20 12 42 33 28 16 64 281.0
Average Worship attendance - adults 3.0 23 16 13.5 35 7 10 6.5 20 134.0
Average Worship attendance - youth 0.0 4 1 0 5 1 0 0.5 3 14.5
Average Regular non-member attendance 3.0 0 6 18 8 0 0.5 4 39.5
Average First Day School attendance 0.0 1 4 0 7 1 6 0.5 4 23.5
Friends in school/college 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 4 2 8
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Whitewater Quarter BL CC FC FW LAF NM WR TOTAL
MEMBERSHIP 12/31/19 56 69 10 6 5 34 12 192
Correction to last report by addition 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 2
Births/Adoptions 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Request of parents 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Convincement 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 2
Youth accepted as adults 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Transfers to 0 1 0 0 1 0 2
TOTAL GAIN 0 2 0 0 0 4 0 6
Correction to last report by subtraction 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Deaths 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Removal by request 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Youth becoming adults 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Transfers from 4 1 0 0 0 0 0 5
Loss of contact 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
TOTAL LOSSES 4 1 0 0 0 0 0 5
NET GAIN OR LOSS -4 1 0 0 0 4 0 1

MEMBERSHIP 12/31/20 52 70 10 6 5 38 12 193
Members & attenders < 10 9 3 0 0 0 2 0 14
Members & attenders 10-13 6 2 0 2 1 0 11
Members & attenders 14-18 8 0 0 4 12
TOTAL YOUTH 23 5 0 0 2 7 0 37
Members & attenders 19-25 10 4 0 0 1 0 0 15
Members & attenders 26-35 6 15 0 0 3 5 0 29
Members & attenders 36-65 32 36 0 2 15 10 2 95
Members & attenders >65 22 21 0 6 6 23 10 78
TOTAL ADULTS 70 76 0 8 25 38 0 217
Resident members - Adult 47 37 0 6 4 29 0 88
Resident members - Associate 0 1 0 0 0 5 0 6
Non-resident members - Adult 5 31 0 0 1 0 12 49
Non-resident members - Associate 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1
United Meetings
Budget members 52 70 10 6 5 38 12 193
Average Worship attendance - adults 30 26 0 0 6             10 0 72
Average Worship attendance - youth 4 2 0 0 2 5 0 13
Average Regular non-member attendance 12 0 0 2 4 0 0 18
Average First Day School attendance 0 2 0 0 2 0 0 4
Friends in school/college 1 0 0 0 4 0 0 5
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OVYM Summary MIAMI QTR WHITEWATER QTR OVYM TOTAL

MEMBERSHIP 12/31/19 307 192 499
Correction to last report by addition 1 2 3
Births/Adoptions 0 0 0
Request of parents 1 0 1
Convincement 4 2 6
Youth accepted as adults 1 0 1
Transfers to 1 2 3
TOTAL GAIN 8 6 10
Correction to last report by subtraction 0 0 0
Deaths 1 0 1
Removal by request 3 0 3
Youth becoming adults 0 0 0
Transfers from 1 5 6
Loss of contact 11 0 11
TOTAL LOSSES 16 5 21
NET GAIN OR LOSS -8 1 -11

MEMBERSHIP 12/31/20 299 193 492
Members & attenders < 10 17 14 31
Members & attenders 10-13 12 11 23
Members & attenders 14-18 15 12 27
TOTAL YOUTH 44 37 81
Members & attenders 19-25 20 15 35
Members & attenders 26-35 27 29 56
Members & attenders 36-65 167 95 262
Members & attenders >65 165 78 243
TOTAL ADULTS 0 217 217
Resident members - Adult 205 88 293
Resident members - Associate 6 6 7
Non-resident members - Adult 69 49 106
Non-resident members - Associate 6 1 7
United Meetings

Budget members 281.0 193 470.0
Average Worship attendance - adults 134 72 196
Average Worship attendance - youth 15 13 23
Average Regular non-member 
attendance 39.5 18 58
Average First Day School attendance 24 4 28
Friends in school/college 8 5 13



Youth Secretary Report
This year, our Middle Youth and Teen Program encountered the many challenges of life in pandemic 
times with a combination of collaboration, adaptation, and pause. As we worked towards creating 
remote opportunities for youth engagement, we discovered the very real possibilities of growing and 
sustaining youth connection throughout the year across regional borders. We also created and deepened 
connections with Quaker youth, youth workers and extended community across the United States 
through partnerships with Louisville Friends School, Friends General Conference, Quaker Religious 
Education Collaborative, and beyond. We came to acknowledge and grapple with challenges, 
limitations, and frustrations of virtual gatherings for some of our youth. We took time to discern the way
forward in relation to current youth needs, OVYM community resources and staff capacities. We took 
many moments of necessary pause in our youth programming and sat with strategies for recruitment for 
a new Youth Secretary and visions for post-pandemic programming. 

As the Middle Youth and Teen Secretary for the past three years, I carry many more questions than 
answers for how this position may be most effectively utilized in the context of OVYM. However, I do 
feel called to transparently reflect on a few dimensions of my experience in case they may serve the 
community in discerning the way forward for the next Youth Secretary. I feel strongly that greater 
community-wide participation is needed to cultivate a safe and engaging youth program, both through 
direct service on the Youth Services Committee and through less direct but deeply felt expressions of 
care and presence at youth-centered events. I feel strongly that we must continually ask ourselves how to
safeguard and welcome youth through ongoing dialogue and training for adults on things like gender 
identity, race/racism/white supremacy culture, and assault/violence prevention. I feel strongly that we 
must continue to ask ourselves how we can actively create conditions, inwardly and outwardly, to listen 
for youth voice, knowing that it is a piece of God's voice that we may not have been taught to hear as it 
manifests in this new moment.

I am grateful for this community's sustained interest and investment in creating space for youth to learn, 
grow, and connect with one another. I have cherished my connections with the youth who I have gotten 
to know in different capacities, and feel inspired by the unique questions, callings, and gifts that they are
bringing into the world. As I officially transition out of the role of Youth Secretary by the end of the 
summer, I will be excited to support the new Youth Secretary in getting the lay of the land and accessing
program documents and community contacts as needed. Please don't hesitate to reach out any time if 
there are other ways that I can be helpful in stewarding this transition.

Sincerely,
Kaia Jackson

Administrative Secretary Report
Fourteen years have come and gone since I started this job. My connection with the Yearly Meeting and 
Friends has been a blessing even if not all of the work felt that way. I wish the next person well and all 
the support needed in this job. 

In service and love,
Deborah Jordan
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Website Administrator’s Report
This year the OVYM website has undergone a lot of changes. Some, like the smaller page headers made 
available for smaller screens, may have been noticed by visitors. But mostly things were taking place 
behind the scenes. 

A new editing section has been added to allow other users to create events or upload issues of the 
Quaker Quill. The pandemic has meant that more of our events are taking place online, and work is 
ongoing to more closely integrate the website with our Zoom account, so that virtual meetings and links 
can be generated directly from our site. In March, a WordPress update caused some of the site's custom 
styles to disappear and broke some links. This issue is now resolved. Finally, analytics code was 
installed on the new domain. Though there is not enough data to be useful at this time, it will allow for 
future reporting on site traffic.

One new section that will be available shortly is the text of our Faith and Practice. In addition to being 
available for download as a PDF and eBook, it will be made available on the website itself, so that it is 
accessible in as many formats as possible.

In the next year, my main goal will be to restore our archive of past minutes. Some of this work has 
already begun, but reconciling discrepancies in some of these older documents has made this a larger 
task than I initially realized.

Daniel Day

Young Adult Friends Committee Report
As we all know last year was quite different from any year we've had before. 

With that being said myself and many other friends alike struggled to connect via the Internet. We did in 
the beginning of the year make attempts to have zoom meetings where myself and Kaia Jackson 
attended for around 2 months. It eventually dissolved due to lack of participation even though I enjoyed 
Kaia Jackson’s involvement and company. 
Unfortunately I have struggled to capture the attention of young adults for activities that they would 
desire to participate in. I've attempted to have a crafting night, mental health check-ins, and asked for 
activities that they would like to participate in. Unfortunately, we have not gotten back very many 
results. I am hoping to perhaps have a workshop during OVYM or in a different quarterly meeting.

I think I'm going to approach with more of an open generational activity for participation basis and with 
hope of seeing people face to face in the future perhaps that can spark more interest and then move to a 
more centered participation with young adults. 

I do hope that all friends are staying safe and having good health, I'm also hoping that we can see friends
in person sooner rather than later of course only once it is healthy and safe for all. 

Thank you
Uta Brewington 
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Nominating Committee Report
Committee members: Steve Angell, Paul Buckley, Rick Boyce, Elaine Emmi, Richard Mitchell, 
Rhonda Pfaltzgraff-Carlson (Clerk until 12/30/20), Jane Stowe, and Phyllis Tonne.

Each Monthly Meeting within the YM is asked to nominate one of their members to serve on this 
Committee. The intention is for the members of Nominating Committee (NC) to have knowledge of the 
gifts and skills of members of the individual Meetings that make up the YM and thereby the NC would 
be broadly aware of the universe of Friends who might be asked to serve of YM committees. In August 
we reviewed our coverage across the YM and concluded that it was skewed toward Miami Quarter. Only
two members of our Committee are from Meetings that are part of Whitewater Quarter. Six of our 
members are from Meetings that are part of Miami Quarter. 

Under Rhonda's leadership we recognized the need to become more aware of the condition of the 
committees and organizations. To nominate well, we need better knowledge of the problems and 
struggles faced by the committees and organizations on which our nominees would serve as committee 
members or as representatives from OVYM. Each NC member took on the role liaison to one or more 
Committee or Organization until every committee or organization had a liaison. 

In doing our work we agreed to keep in mind the need to include young adults, people of Color and 
LGBTQIA Friends among those we nominate.

In October, we agreed on processes and timelines to follow when making contact with potential 
nominees and assembled contact information for wider Quaker organization in a shared Google file. We 
also enumerated the annual responsibilities of our liaisons. 

In late November our Clerk, Rhonda Pfaltzgraff-Carlson, announced that in response to leading to do 
other work, she would be resigning as Clerk at the end of the year. Our presiding Clerk asked all 
members of the committee to consider offering to step up to serve as Clerk or co-Clerk, but, as of the 
date of this Report, no one has been willing to be Clerk or co-Clerk. 

Richard convened the Committee online in early May. Richard offered to serve as co-Clerk, but no one 
present was willing to serve as the other co-Clerk. The Meeting did produce an idea for distributing the 
work more evenly among Committee members (Rhonda had been doing a large amount of the work). 
We will meet again before YM sessions. If most of the Committee is present, we may be able to agree on
a plan for redistributing the Committee's work. Perhaps we will also be able to name a Clerk or Clerks. 

Your Friend,
Richard Mitchell
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Quaker Quill Report
As the editor for the Quill, I'd like to thank the 25 correspondents who help by reporting on news from 
their committees, their meetings, and the wider world of Friends. Both of the issues so far this year have 
come out in a timely fashion, and without major errors. I would like to extend special thanks to Deborah 
Jordan, who, in the role of Administrative Secretary for the Yearly Meeting, has faithfully distributed 
both virtual and paper copies. Thanks also to Susan Lee Barton for proofreading. If there are OVYM 
representative to Quaker organizations who would like to make sure their news is represented in the 
Quill, I invite submissions to quakerquill@gmail.com.

In service, 
Cecilia Shore

Faith and Practice Committee Report

Committee Members: Paul Buckley, Wilson Palmer, Jan Sims, Rex Sprouse (clerk). 

At the 2020 Annual Sessions, Friends approved a final version of one complete revision of the content of
Ohio Valley Yearly Meeting's Book of Faith and Practice. During the 2020-2021 year, members of the 
Committee attended to remaining editorial work, including consistency of format, "look and feel," and 
the appearance of the text online and for the printed version. The final text was then submitted to the 
publisher.

By early in 2021, orders for both paperback and hard copies of the new Book of Faith and Practice were
being distributed to constituent monthly meetings. At the time of this writing, meetings are encouraged 
to consider whether they have enough paper copies on hand for the next decade or so. At this time, 
meetings may still request that the Yearly Meeting order additional copies from the publisher at Yearly 
Meeting expense. Current plans call for the Faith and Practice Fund to be laid down at the end of the 
2021-2022 fiscal year, at which time any remaining funds will be transferred to the General Fund.

This leaves the question whether the Faith and Practice Committee should remain a standing committee 
of the Yearly Meeting, or alternatively, should be laid down at this time and reconstituted at a future date
when Friends feel a need for a thorough review of the 2020 Book of Faith and Practice. We do not feel 
that this is a time-sensitive concern; thus, in light of the particularly tight schedule for business during 
this year's Annual Sessions, we recommend that this concern be held over until 2022 Annual Sessions, 
when there will be time for proper discernment about our approach to future revisions of the Book of 
Faith and Practice. In the meantime, the current Committee will be available, in case an unanticipated 
concern should arise.

Rex Sprouse
Clerk, Faith and Practice Committee
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Religious Nurture and Education Committee Report
The committee is a small but committed group, although we hope that more members can be recruited 
this year as one member will rotate off. As with so much this year, some of our plans were put on hold, 
but we found new ways to foster spiritual growth and keep OVYM Friends connected. We have not been
able to visit with Friends in person but have tried to stay in touch with Meetings. There is a member of 
the committee assigned to each meeting within the Yearly Meeting. The committee typically responds to 
needs of the constituent Monthly Meetings, but we wonder whether our role is to actively name the 
concerns we observe or to simply respond to requests for help. We hope we can continue to encourage 
ministry of elders within our local meetings.

At the prompting of the Clerk, we held several "Front Porch" discussions this year, as well as offering an
online spring retreat on Hospitality and Weaving a Wider Welcome on March 27, 2021 with Rachel Ernst
Stahlhut as our resource person. The abbreviated time and online format of the retreat was limiting, but 
we hope it sparked dialogue at local meetings about how we can become welcoming to a more diverse 
community. Meetings might consider making use of the Friends General Conference Spiritual 
Deepening materials, including those on welcoming, which Rachel helped to develop. 

In the Fall, Front Porch topics included Gathering as Friends in a Time of Covid and Pastoral Care 
During the Pandemic, which allowed Friends to share experiences and struggles in caring for our 
meeting communities. The committee also shared practical resources on hybrid meetings and online 
worship from other Quaker groups. This winter and spring we offered sessions on Loneliness, Race and 
White Privilege, Regeneration and Climate Change, and Youth Programming for OVYM. These last two 
sessions were led by the OVYM Earthcare and Youth committees, respectively. Attendance ranged from 
approximately 12 to 35 Friends. The committee hopes to continue online discussions even after we 
recover from the pandemic. The format has allowed us to address specific needs and to build 
connections within the Yearly Meeting. We recognize that particularly sensitive topics may be better 
suited to face-to-face discussion, which allows for more careful processing of the issues and feelings that
arise. For instance, we asked a few Friends to remain on the call after the discussion on loneliness to talk
with individuals. We also spoke with individual Friends about lingering concerns after the white 
privilege discussion and the spring retreat, which touched on similar issues. 

The committee recognizes a need for programming around conflict among Friends and offered a 
workshop on Deep Listening using Faith and Play materials at the Fall Joint Quarterly Meeting online. 
The RNE committee will continue to offer programming on listening at this year's OVYM sessions, with
a workshop entitled Facing 'Friendly Fences' in Radical Love. The term "Friendly Fences" was used by 
Rachel at our spring retreat to describe the ways we unintentionally create barriers within our meetings. 
The reconciliation process undertaken by Executive Committee last fall also revealed a need for better 
communication. The committee tentatively plans a follow-up Front Porch discussion on July 28, 2021. 

We are looking ahead to a full Faith and Play training sometime next year but will offer an introduction 
as a Front Porch on September 19, 2021 with Melinda Werner Bradley of Philadelphia Yearly Meeting 
and the Quaker RE Collaborative. The Faith and Play curriculum is a Montessori based approach to 
Quaker religious education for children. 

We want to remind Friends that the committee can be a resource in helping meetings deal with conflict 
within the community. The committee updated our charge this winter to better reflect the range of our 
work. We look forward to returning in person for our 2022 Spring Retreat, though we do not yet have a 
definite topic.
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Sexual Misconduct Task Force Report
The Sexual Misconduct Task Force has not met this year, so as a committee we do not have a report. As 
we all have experienced, we have lived through an extraordinary year, which has taken a toll on all of us 
in similar and different ways. For some of us, the process of aging, either our own or that of our loved 
ones, has made profound changes in our lives. Some of us have also devoted much energy and time to 
issues of white privilege and racial justice. 

Three members of the Task Force are in Lexington FM, the two co-clerks, Gail Koehler and Betsy 
Neale, and Joanna Badagliacca. We three hosted a couple of discussions in our meeting using the 
Introduction to Worship Sharing document that the Task Force presented at the 2020 OVYM annual 
sessions. This document is designed to spur open discussions and greater awareness of sexual 
misconduct and how it affects all of us, even in Quaker contexts. 

As we noted in last year's Report in Advance, the process of understanding sexual misconduct and how 
to address it is a long and complex one. We feel that our discussions in Lexington FM were fruitful 
beginnings, and we plan to host more. We hope that other meetings will also host discussions and share 
with their experiences with the Task Force. 

Gail Koehler and Betsy Neale, co-clerks

Earthcare Committee Report
The Earthcare Committee has not met physically during the pandemic restrictions. We did meet twice 
during the year using Zoom technology provided by the Yearly Meeting on September 26 and February 
27. There was also lively online conversation in the interim refining our program activities.

We have shared the approaches of our various Meetings and Meeting Houses for safely maintaining 
worship, including much Zoom, but also outdoor worship, and small groups with appropriate 
precautions for ventilation, etc. We also shared ways that Meetings and members have improved energy 
performance of Meeting Houses and supported local food networks and economies, and urban forestry.

We happily accepted opening committee membership to additional appointment from nominating 
committee. After the September meeting we shared a poster diagram for safe contact considering group 
size, ventilation, and masking. 

The focus of our programmatic concerns has been creating opportunities for finding Joyful responses to 
perceived environmental crisis. In that spirit, we facilitated an alternative to post-Thanksgiving 
commercial Black-Friday with an online Green-Friday Worship for the Healing of the Earth. For Earth 
Day this Spring, we sponsored an OVYM Front Porch gathering along the theme of regenerating 
ecologies, which included a film about landscape regeneration followed by discussion. 

For Yearly Meeting, the Committee is further developing a workshop in furtherance of this theme, 
Regeneration as Radical Love—Reweaving the Unraveling in the Web of Life.

Joyfully submitted,
David Duvall
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Friends for LGBTQ Concerns Report
As your new Ohio Valley Yearly Meeting (OVYM) LGBTQ+ representative, I was eagerly looking 
forward to the Friends' LGBTQ+ yearly gathering, yet wondering if we would have such a gathering, 
due to Covid. However, a virtual (Zoom) gathering was created! Most of the sessions occurred over the 
weekend of February 13, though some events occurred during the weekends of the 7th and the 20th. 
There were opportunities for socializing, interest groups (such as Transgender, gender non-conforming, 
geographic regions, even pets and crafts), as well as a talent show, and a musical performance by Diedre 
McCalla. Of course, there were meetings for worship, various worship sharing opportunities, bible 
study, and a meeting for worship with attention to business. I attended a variety of sessions, and 
although it wasn't quite the same as in person (especially socially), below are some of the highlights for 
me.

There was a gathering about the history of the group. I learned that this group started around 1972, and 
they orchestrated the first gay/straight dialogue at Friends General Conference (FGC) in 1975. They 
were the first religious group to show the AIDS quilt. This group has worked for decades toward the 
goal of LGBTQ acceptance, including acceptance within the Quaker community. 

I was also moved by a bible study group. We watched a Quaker Speaks video of the top 7 most used 
Quaker Bible verses, then choosing one of those verses, engaged in small group worship sharing. The 
guiding questions were: 1. What's the main point? 2. What new light do I find in the reading? 3. Is this 
true to my experience? 4. What are the implications for my life? 5. What problems do I have with the 
passage?

At Business meeting, I really appreciated the Agreements for Multicultural Interactions that they shared:
1. Try it on.
2. Practice self-focus: speak for your own self.
3. Intent versus Impact: Understand and acknowledge the impact of your words, even if it wasn't 

your intent
4. Practice both/and thinking. Change but to and.
5. Refrain from sharing or blaming.
6. Move up, move back: Encourage full participation by all present.
7. Practice mindful listening.
8. Confidentiality.
9. You can say pass if you don't want to speak.

In addition to their yearly Midwinter Gathering, Friends for LGBTQ Concerns (FLGBTQC) offers a 
website, listserv, an online meeting for worship the first Saturday of each month and a presence at the 
annual FGC Gathering in the summer. These gatherings are open to LGBTQ Friends and their allies. 

Respectfully Submitted,
Beth Rosen
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Friends Place on Capitol Hill
Friends Place on Capitol Hill, formerly known as William Penn House has been closed for renovation 
since September 2019. A quote from the board below will help shed some light on the name change. 

"The board is revitalizing this historic Quaker space to welcome young adults and advocates to Capitol 
Hill for learning and advocacy. The historic name of this space, William Penn House, ties us not only to 
Quakerism but also to William Penn, who was a slave holder. This is why the name has to change. 

We hope the new name will communicate many of the following elements: Our Quaker faith. Our 
mission for civic education and advocacy. Education, development, and seeking. Gathering, 
connections, and networking. Warmth, inclusion, welcome, and hospitality. The location (the Hill, 
Capitol, D.C.)." -The Board of Friends Place on Capitol Hill

Adam Funck

Friends Committee on National Legislation (FCNL) Report
Our Quaker faith and practice call us to work for the peaceful, just, equitable, and sustainable world we 
seek. Since 1943, the Friends Committee on National Legislation has carried on this witness of the Spirit
through action on Capitol Hill. Here are just some of the highlights of this year's work, made possible by
your advocacy, engagement, and financial support. Learn more about the legislative impact of FCNL's 
work at www.fcnl.org/impact.

Advancing the World We Seek, in a Year Shaped by Crises
The COVID-19 pandemic shifted both how FCNL works and the urgency of our advocacy to heed 
God's call to care for people who are vulnerable. Thanks in part to our efforts, COVID-19 relief 
legislation will cut child poverty in half this year and increase food assistance.

The need to adapt in a pandemic also led to new opportunities. A record 700 people joined in our 
Annual Meeting, nearly half attending for the first time. At that gathering, General Committee members 
approved legislative priorities for the 117th Congress, a budget that builds on FCNL's strong financial 
footing, and revised bylaws to allow Friends to be considered for General Committee service regardless 
of immigration status. Meanwhile, online gathering gave FCNL valuable opportunities to be in 
community with Friends and offer a new level of trainings and support to Quaker meetings, churches, 
and gatherings across the country.

This year also brought a crisis for U.S. democracy and faith in our government. FCNL is nonpartisan,
but we are not neutral about the harm caused when our government pursues racist, nationalist, and 
militaristic ideologies and practices. The January 2021 attack on the U.S. Capitol was only one 
manifestation of the challenges to our democratic system. FCNL continues to pursue accountability, 
truth-seeking, and deep listening as we work for change.

The murders of George Floyd, Breonna Taylor, and so many other Black Americans by police gave new 
urgency to FCNL's work on racial justice. Between two major FCNL lobby events, more than 1,000 
people advocated to end police violence. FCNL advocacy helped restore access to Pell grants for 
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incarcerated people and launch new initiatives to address the crisis of missing and murdered Native 
women. Internally, we began an intensive focus with staff and governors to address systemic racism and 
white supremacy as it manifests in our organization.

FCNL also helped move forward efforts to end support for violent conflict and to make 
peacebuilding a priority. President Biden's decision to end support for the Saudi-led war in Yemen is 
the culmination of years of tireless advocacy by FCNL and our allies. An extension of the New START 
agreement with Russia continues limits on the number of deployed nuclear weapons in each country, 
building on FCNL's lobbying to build bipartisan support for the agreement.

And efforts to repeal the 2002 Authorization for the Use of Military Force moved forward, thanks in 
large part to the work of more than 1,500 people on FCNL Advocacy Teams around the country who use
their power as constituents to make change in Washington.

FCNL continues its decade-long work to press for bipartisan action on climate change. We are 
heartened by executive actions that led the United States to rejoin the Paris Climate Agreement and 
advance environmental justice initiatives.

We will build on this progress toward a sustainable, low-carbon economy as we bring on a new class of 
young adult Advocacy Corps organizers this summer, who will focus on building bipartisan support for a
price on carbon. They will need your partnership, support, and accompaniment in this work.

Our Strong Community
Advocacy Teams members are just some of the many people who enrich FCNL's work with their time 
and commitment. We are grateful for the nearly 200 Friends, representing 32 Yearly Meetings and 
Friends organizations, who govern FCNL as General Committee members.

We look forward to welcoming Friends to take part in the Friend in Washington program when travel 
is again safe; we benefit immensely from the seasoned Friends who volunteer on a short- term basis on 
specific projects and contribute to the spiritual richness of FCNL.

We also recognize the dedication of the people taking part in our Young Adult programs—as Young 
Fellows, Advocacy Corps organizers, interns, and Spring Lobby Weekend participants.

Learn more about young adult program opportunities at www.fcnl.org/youngadult.

Reopening Friends Place on Capitol Hill
The FCNL Education Fund assumed responsibility for ownership and operations of the William Penn 
House, a guest house on Capitol Hill, in September 2019. (The House continues to be a separate 501(c)
(3) charitable organization with its own budget and governance.) We anticipate reopening the space and 
launching educational programming and advocacy trainings in the coming year.

Recognizing William Penn's history as an enslaver, the William Penn House board approved changing 
the venue's name to Friends Place on Capitol Hill. With this change, the board affirmed the need to 
continue reckoning with Quakers' complicity in slavery and racism and to use the facility in service of 
challenging and dismantling the foundations of white supremacy.
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A Bittersweet Transition
FCNL General Secretary Diane Randall has announced she will leave FCNL at the end of 2021. For the 
past ten years, Diane has fostered FCNL's growth and strength among Friends and on Capitol Hill. 
When she became the first woman to lead the organization, Diane told us that FCNL "must be bold, 
strategic, and relentless." Today, we are that and far more.

FCNL has begun a search process to select the next General Secretary. We hope to bring a candidate to 
the General Committee for approval at Annual Meeting in November 2021.

FCNL's work in the year ahead will be full of challenges and opportunities, both politically and 
organizationally. We are grateful to have a strong foundation on which to build. Thank you for your 
prayers, participation, and support, and—above all—for your faithfulness.

Ron Ferguson
Winchester (IN) Friends Church Clerk, FCNL General Committee

American Friends Service Committee (AFSC) Report
"My conviction led me to adhere to the sufficiency of the light within us, resting on truth for authority, 
not on authority for truth." - Lucretia Mott

Greetings! We at AFSC hope this report finds you well and lending your hands to the huge 
transformations emerging in our midst! At this critical juncture, when there is so much pain in the world,
we continue to believe, as Mariame Kaba so eloquently says, "that hope is a discipline and... we have to 
practice it every single day." At AFSC in the communities in which we work we practice hope as a 
discipline walking alongside folks facing injustice and creating with them small pockets of sanctuary, 
peace, love, and justice right where they are. 

Pivoting due to COVID-19
In the past year, we have pivoted to address core needs arising from the pandemic. We are working in 
communities to help them address immediate problems as we work with them to shift the systems of 
power (corporate power, international institutions, movements, and government policies at many levels) 
to move from injustice to systems that promote justice and peace. Amidst COVID-19, the dangers of 
incarceration continue to multiply exponentially, making every cell and cage a potential death chamber, 
so in response we launched our #FreeThemAll campaign working for the immediate release of people 
from behind bars as we continue to work for a future without incarceration. In January AFSC launched 
an initiative called "Under the Mask," an effort that documents ways that governments around the world 
are using the COVID crisis to restrict civil liberties.

New Strategic Plan
AFSC just completed a new 10-year strategic plan that challenges us to take bold action. You can read 
the plan in its entirety at http://www.afsc.org/strategicplan. In that plan we articulate a global vision of 
work on the intertwining issues of economic justice, just responses to migration and displacement, and 
just and sustainable peace. These have long been AFSC and Friends' concerns and we are poised to do 
so much together over the next decade. This plan was informed by deep listening – to Friends, to 
partners, and especially to the affected communities in which we work. The strategic plan deeply reflects
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the Quaker testimonies which serve as the foundation for the organization and arises from the belief in 
that of God in everyone, that communities can lead their quest for liberation, and that spiritual and 
directional insights can come from many sources. We will be sharing the Strategic Plan with Friends and
Quaker meetings/churches in the coming months to see how Friends can best engage with us in the 
coming years. We want to continue to deepen our roots with Friends so we can help renew the world we 
live in and together shift systems of power to bend toward justice.

We are excited in the next ten years to build on recent work to invigorate our ties to Quaker meetings 
and churches, other Quaker organizations including FCNL, and Quakers and Quaker organizations 
around the world. Over recent years we have built and supported the Quaker Palestine Israel Network, 
developed and distributed the Quaker social change ministry model of relational organizing, offered 
myriad e-courses and in person opportunities for Friends and AFSC to work together including at the 
FGC Gathering, yearly meetings, and via the popular Changing Systems, Changing Ourselves e-course. 
We plan to deepen our engagement with Friends in the next ten years by creating a stronger web of 
AFSC meeting/church liaisons, creating pathways for Friends to more deeply participate in our 
campaign and program work, and developing a pilot for a new Quaker youth initiative in 2022. We also 
invite Friends to sign on to the joint Quaker statement on migrant justice and to work with us on 
extending migrant rights worldwide.

Making New Worlds: Pursuing Peace with Justice – AFSC's 2021 Corporation program
The American Friends Service Committee invited all Quakers to join us for online events which took 
place from April 11-15, 2021. We were pleased that a number of Friends from Ohio Valley Yearly 
Meeting took advantage of this opportunity. What does it mean to dismantle systems to create justice? 
What is the Quaker historical perspective on working for liberation, and what is the vision of 
contemporary Quaker organizers? How is AFSC working to end injustice and the institutions that 
perpetuate it—and create alternatives based on care and a solidarity economy? In workshops and a 
plenary address, we explored approaches to working toward peace with justice and ways that AFSC and 
Quakers are striving to build new worlds. Recordings of all sessions and supporting resources are linked 
from the Friends Engage page of the AFSC web site.

Engaging Friends
There are many ways to engage and we hope you will take a look at our Friends Engage web section at 
http://www.afsc.org/FriendsEngage for opportunities including a self-study version of the breakthrough 
Radical Acting in Faith for White People e-course, a page of AFSC workshops that your meeting/church 
can invite AFSC staff or volunteers to present (via Zoom during the pandemic), and a webinar series on 
building community safety beyond policing. To stay informed please sign up for our Weekend Reading 
email which compiles news and resources most current to world events and our most recent work. All 
Quaker meetings and churches are invited to appoint a meeting/church liaison to receive messages and 
opportunities for Quakers to be involved with AFSC.

Now, more than ever, our spiritual insights and work for social transformation are deeply needed in this 
hurting world. We look forward to working with you in the coming years and seeing what emerges from 
our shared light and labors.
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Quaker Earthcare Witness (QEW) Report
The QEW Steering Committee held it's meetings online via Zoom for the past year. While this format 
left some feeling the lack of opportunity for face-to-face connection, it also reduced the cost and carbon 
footprint of the meetings and increased the accessibility of the Steering Committee Meeting for those 
who otherwise would have lacked the means or opportunity to travel.

Responding to the cry for racial justice that followed the George Floyd killing last year, QEW formally 
committed to transform itself into an anti-racism organization. The connections between ecology, racial 
justice and the struggle to transform the supremacist mindset emerged as a major concern at the Fall 
meeting and continued throughout the year. 

As OVYM's representative to QEW, I attempted to attend all the OVYM Earthcare Committee meetings 
and activities in order to maintain a free flow of information between our Earthcare Committee and 
QEW. In my roll on the QEW Steering Committee, I became increasingly active on the Spiritual 
Nurturance Committee of QEW, playing a key roll in framing the Queries for Worship-sharing during 
the Spring Steering Committee Meeting. I also transitioned into a leadership roll as the Convener of the 
QEW Mini-Grants Committee.

MINI-GRANTS PROJECTS. In my roll as the convener of the Mini-Grants Committee, I note that we 
have not entertained any proposals from Ohio Valley Yearly Meeting since I came on the Committee. 
Earthcare Mini-Grants have been awarded to a wide variety of projects ranging from community garden 
initiatives, to beautifying your meetinghouse and enriching educational opportunities with a pollinator 
garden, to efforts to reduce the carbon footprint of your meeting, and many more. Preference is given to 
projects that address climate change, involve youth, and/or address environmental justice issues or 
involve outreach and service to BIPOC communities. Why not apply for a QEW Mini-Grant? 
https://www.quakerearthcare.org/article/quaker-earthcare-witness-mini-grants

OUTREACH. QEW continues to sponsor various forms of outreach, including publishing pamphlets 
and videos, the QEW newsletter BeFriending Creation, and the QEW website – 
https://www.quakerearthcare.org/. In addition, last year saw the launch of a new initiative – Quaker 
Earthcare Witness Presents – a variety of virtual workshops available to monthly meetings, quarterly 
meetings, or any Quaker group you may be affiliated with. 
https://www.quakerearthcare.org/article/quaker-earthcare-witness-presents-virtual-workshops-your-
community

DIRECT ACTION WORKING GROUP. The past year saw the establishment of a new QEW working 
group focused on facilitating direct action on environmental issues. If you consider yourself an 
environmental activist, stay tuned for opportunities for direct action that this group is expected to 
highlight for QEW.

FINANCES. Despite increasing staff salaries to better align with U.S. Department of Labor Standards 
for the nonprofit sector, QEW was able to finish the year with a modest surplus thanks largely to reduced
meeting expenses due to the online format. Most expenditures go directly into publications, outreach, 
and maintaining the QEW network, with only 10% of the budget going to fundraising costs. Virtually all
of the income of QEW comes from donations by individuals and monthly and/or Yearly Meetings. 
Please consider supporting this essential Quaker witness to our world. 
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Finally, as the Ohio Valley Yearly meeting representative, I would personally like to thank OVYM for 
this opportunity to serve. I continue to be ready to reach out to any monthly or quarterly meetings to 
discuss how QEW can support your Earthcare concerns, or to coordinate with QEW's staff or volunteers 
to arrange a program appropriate to your concerns. 

I leave you with the same two queries I posed last year: (1) How could a QEW Mini-Grant enable your 
monthly meeting to enrich its witness on Earthcare? (2) What steps is your monthly meeting taking to 
achieve carbon neutrality in your meeting house?

Submitted in a spirit of radical love,
Allen McGrew, Ohio Valley Yearly Meeting Representative to Quaker Earthcare Witness

Summary of Epistles Received
Ohio Valley Yearly Meeting Friends received epistles from Friends around the world since our last 
annual session. Baltimore and North Carolina (Conservative) Yearly Meetings met for the 349th and 
323rd time, respectively, while Piedmont Friends Yearly Meeting met for the 5th time.

A number of meetings included land acknowledgments in their epistles, noting that they met on land that
formerly belonged to indigenous peoples, including Canadian, Intermountain, Northern, and South 
Central Yearly Meetings. 

The themes of many gatherings reflected the disruptions caused by the COVID-19 pandemic and other 
events in 2020, including Iowa Yearly Meeting-Conservative (Finding Hope in Troubled Times), 
Piedmont Friends Yearly Meeting (What opportunities do Quakers find in the pandemic and the current 
awakening to injustice for creating the world we seek?), South Central Yearly Meeting (Loving in the 
Light: Quaker Response in Times of Crisis), and Southeastern Yearly Meeting (What Now?). Others 
focused on the strengths that our Quaker traditions provide to meet these challenges, such as Baltimore 
Yearly Meeting (Courage, Faith and Hope to Love Across our Differences), Belgium & Luxembourg 
Yearly Meeting (Letting Our Lives Speak: Linking Quaker Theology, Spirituality and Social Action), 
German and Austrian Yearly Meeting (Connected in the Light), Intermountain Yearly Meeting (Be Here 
Now...Together), Japan Yearly Meeting (May your love grow ever richer in the power of knowing and 
discerning, and may you be able to discern what is truly important), Indiana Yearly Meeting (Knowing 
Jesus), North Carolina Yearly Meeting-Conservative (Living Faithfully in a Fractured World), Lake Erie 
Yearly Meeting (Letting Go: Listening with Whole Hearts and Open Minds), Philadelphia Yearly 
Meeting (Letting Ourselves Be Known), and Wilmington Yearly Meeting (Act Justly, Love Mercy, Walk
Humbly). 

Because of the pandemic, many yearly meetings met online, some wholly, while others were hybrid, 
with a few people physically gathered. Many noted the challenges posed by using online platforms such 
as Zoom for conducting business and worship. Some yearly meetings did not include children, and many
missed the physical presence of others, as well as those who lacked the required technology for meeting 
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online. Canadian Yearly Meeting did not hold business sessions during their sessions but instead 
conducted business through several representative meetings during 2020. However, there were also 
positive aspects to meeting online. Northern Yearly Meeting noted that it was easy to put names and 
faces together when using Zoom. Some who could not usually attend yearly meetings, because of 
distance, difficulty of traveling, or the expense of annual sessions, were able to participate. The carbon 
footprint of widely dispersed yearly meetings was greatly reduced. Lake Erie Yearly Meeting used a 
MineCraft world for their youth program, while Canadian Yearly Meeting used the chat platform 
Discord to discuss issues and to meet and enjoy casual conversation. Monthly meetings using the Zoom 
platform have lost some regular attenders but have gained new ones who were previously not able to 
attend in person. Friends have used technology to connect with others during the pandemic, such as 
FaceBook Live, YouTube, and Discord. It is likely that some of these tools will continue to be used, 
even after in-person meetings become possible again. 

This year was also marked by troubling reminders of racism, exemplified by the police murder of 
George Floyd in Minneapolis, and yearly meetings continue to struggle with recognizing white privilege
and countering racism, sexism, and all forms of bigotry. Many yearly meetings formally addressed these 
issues. Alaska Friends Conference held two workshops on white fragility and interrupting racism, and it 
hosted a Native speaker who talked about how Alaska Quakers can help heal the wounds from Friends' 
missionary activities among Alaska Natives. Baltimore Yearly Meeting formally reviewed how well it 
has lived up to its aspiration to be an antiracist faith community. Illinois and Wilmington Yearly 
Meetings adopted statements that acknowledged that those who are white and uphold anti-racist ideals 
have not done the work needed to end racism. Lake Erie Yearly Meeting acknowledged a plea from 
exhausted Friends of Color for white Friends to take up more of the burden of fighting racism, both 
within meetings and in the broader world. A plenary at Intermountain Yearly Meeting led to a discussion
of how Friends can resist succumbing to the ways of today's equivalent of the Roman Empire and its 
obsession with death through violence, racism, poverty, and ecological devastation. Philadelphia Yearly 
meeting held a plenary on the unrecognized early history of slaveholding by Quakers. South Central 
Yearly Meeting hosted a Peace and Justice Forum that considered issues related to bigotry of many 
kinds, while Southeastern Yearly Meeting adopted a minute to support the establishment of a Truth and 
Healing Commission on Indian Boarding Schools. 

In other cases, struggles against bigotry arose through less formal means. Monthly meetings in Iowa 
Yearly Meeting (Conservative) grappled with how best to heal the pain caused by racism. Northern 
Yearly Meeting used worship sharing to consider who is missing from our meetings and communities. 
Many monthly meetings in North Carolina Yearly Meeting (Conservative) reported that they are being 
changed by the national focus on addressing systemic racial inequity and violence against people of 
color. South Central Yearly Meeting's initial meeting for worship acknowledged the atrocities that 
indigenous peoples endured as their lands were taken.

Fighting racism and bigotry is a worldwide issue. In the wake of shootings at two mosques, Aotearoa 
New Zealand Friends have reached out to local Muslim communities and other ethnic and faith groups, 
hoping to explore and put aside prejudices that are often unconscious. Friends World Committee for 
Consultation Central Executive Committee and Belgium & Luxembourg, Britain, and Netherlands 
Yearly Meetings noted that privilege, climate injustice, and inequality are intertwined and have been 
exacerbated by the pandemic, and we must work to right all of these wrongs. Canadian Yearly Meeting 
is looking at racism both among Friends and in the wider society 
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Many yearly meetings are also concerned with climate change and care for the Earth. Because of social 
isolation, Southeastern Yearly Meeting Friends have become more connected with nature, deepening the 
concern to protect it. The young people of Aotearoa New Zealand Yearly Meeting have inspired it to do 
more, while a Junior Young Friend from Australia Yearly Meeting is making a documentary on climate 
change and its effects. Australia and Lake Erie Yearly Meetings employed a variety of activities to 
explore the relationship we have with the Earth. 

A passage from the lecture given by Emily Provance at Southeastern Yearly Meeting speaks to our 
current condition: "We're not called to be the people we were before; we're called to be the people we 
are becoming." 

Respectfully submitted,
Rick Boyce
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Executive Committee Minutes 2020-21

Executive Committee of Ohio Valley Yearly Meeting
Eighth Month 29, 2020

Meeting via Zoom

1. Opening worship. Friends entered into waiting worship.

2. Roll call. The Recording Clerk called the roll of Yearly Meeting officers, Committee Clerks, 
Quarterly Clerks, Monthly Meeting representatives, Yearly Meeting staff, and Support Volunteers:

Yearly Meeting officers 
Presiding Clerk: Martha Viehmann
Assistant Presiding Clerk: Rachel Ernst-Stahlhut
Recording Clerk: Rex Sprouse 
Assistant Recording Clerk: Lisa Cayard 
Treasurer: Wilson Palmer 
Assistant Treasurer: (office vacant)

Committee Clerks
Auditing: not present 
Braddock Fund: not present
Budget & Finance: not present
Children’s: not present
Development: Betsy Neale
Earthcare: not present
Faith & Practice: Rex Sprouse, Paul Buckley
Nominating: Rhonda Pfaltzgraff-Carlson
Peace & Social Concerns: (no Clerk) 
Personnel: not present
Records: not present
Religious Nurture & Education: Nikki Coffey Tousley
Yearly Meeting Planning: (represented by Peter Hardy) 
Young Adult Friends: not present
Youth Services: Jason Swank

Quarterly Meeting Clerks
Miami: Peter Hardy
Whitewater: Terre Holada

Monthly Meeting representatives
Bloomington: Marcia Ankrom
Campus: not present
Clear Creek: Cathy Habschmidt
Community: Eric Wolff, Deborah Jordan 
Dayton: Nikki Coffey Tousley
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Eastern Hills: Wilson Palmer
Fall Creek: not present
Fort Wayne: Terre Holada
Lafayette: not present 
Lexington: Richard Mitchell 
Louisville: not present
Miami: not present
North Meadow: not present
Oxford: Andy Garrison
White Rose: not present
Yellow Springs: not present

Yearly Meeting staff
Administrative Secretary: Deborah Jordan
Youth Secretary: Kaia Jackson 

Support volunteers
Website Administrator: Daniel Day
Statistician: Bill Heilbron
Sexual Misconduct Task Force: Betsy Neale

3. Clerks’ Table. The Clerk announced that beginning Ninth Month 27, 2020, Zoom would require a 
password or a waiting room for all meetings. Our shared Ohio Valley Yearly Meeting Zoom account 
needs to always use the same password. We will use “200.” The Clerk hopes to schedule another Front 
Porch conversation and welcomes suggestions for topics. The Clerk shared a response from Joe Lepone, 
Director of Event Services and Runyan Center at Earlham College, to the effect that Ohio Valley Yearly 
Meeting’s donation from summer 2020 had lifted the spirits of those at the College. The Administrative 
Secretary announced that the 2020 Minute Book was now available.

4. Treasurer’s report. Wilson Palmer presented the report, the full text of which is appended to these 
minutes. Wilson responded to Friends’ questions. Friend accepted the report.

5. Faith and Practice Committee report. Paul Buckley presented the report, the full text of which is 
attached to these minutes. Paul made some clarifications, and Friends turned to the three action items in 
the report.

Friends approved using Ingram Spark as our publisher and authorized the Committee to move ahead.

Betsy Neale and Andy Garrison volunteered to serve as reviewers of the text. Reviewers were asked to 
submit their comments to Faith and Practice Committee no later than Eleventh Month 1, 2020. Friends 
approved the expenditure of approximately $50 for the printing of hard copies for the reviewers. 

Friends approved asking Monthly Meeting representatives to report to Faith and Practice Committee no 
later than Eleventh Month 1, 2020, the number of paperback and hard bound copies each constituent 
monthly meeting would like to have printed in the initial printing run. 
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6. Youth Services Committee report. Jason Swank presented the report, the full text of which is 
appended to these minutes. Jason discussed some of the challenges Youth Services Committee is facing, 
and several Friends offered support. On behalf of the Committee, Jason specifically asked that members 
be added to the Committee, and the Clerk of Nominating Committee agreed to consult with Jason as part
of that discernment process. Friends accepted the report.

Friends approved the extension of Kaia Jackson’s contract as Youth Secretary to and including Twelfth 
Month 31, 2020. 

7. Nominating Committee report. Rhonda Pfaltzgraff-Carlson presented the report. Rhonda raised the 
question whether Nominating Committee should take responsibility for making nominations for 
Earthcare Committee and Peace and Social Concerns Committee, with the approval of these committees.
Nominating Committee was asked to contact both Peace and Social Concerns Committee and Earthcare 
Committee to ask if those committees would like Nominating Committee to support them by taking 
responsibility for nominating the members of those committees. Nominating Committee was asked to 
report on these discussions at the next regularly scheduled Executive Committee meeting. Friends 
accepted today’s report.

8. Young Adult Friends report. Uta Brewington had submitted a written report in advance, the full text 
of which is appended to these minutes. Friends accepted the report.

9. Auditing Committee report. Veronica Frost had submitted a written report in advance, the full text 
of which is appended to these minutes. In light of the necessity to maintain physical distancing during 
the COVID-19 pandemic, Friends agreed that this year Auditing Committee should conduct a no-contact
review of financial documents by e-mail in order to verify that the final Treasurer’s report for FY 2019-
2020 matches the balances reported by our financial institutions. Friends accepted the report.

10. Youth Secretary report. Kaia Jackson presented the report, highlighting the upcoming survey that 
will help with discernment of the most effective youth activities for the near future. It was also noted 
that the Friends meetings in Kentucky (Louisville, Lexington, and Berea (Southern Appalachia Yearly 
Meeting and Association)) have been engaged in conversation with the Youth Secretary regarding 
programming for children and youth. Friends accepted the report.

11. Yearly Meeting Planning Committee report. Peter Hardy presented the report, highlighting the 
Committee’s review of the evaluations of the 2020 annual sessions, which were very positive. Peter 
reported that roughly the same number of Friends attended in 2020 as in recent years. Peter announced 
Sixth Month 16-20, 2021 as the dates for next summer’s annual sessions. If the annual sessions are held 
face-to-face, they will take place at Earlham College. At this time, the Committee was seeking to discern
a theme for the 2021 annual sessions. Friends accepted the report.

12. Quarterly Meeting Clerks report. Peter Hardy announced that an online Joint Quarterly Meeting 
was being planned for Tenth Month 17-18, 2020. Friends accepted the report.
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13. Bloomington Friends Meeting’s minute on nuclear weapons. The Clerk referred Friends to 
Bloomington Friends Meeting’s recent minute on nuclear weapons, the full text of which is appended to 
these minutes.

14. Spring 2021 retreat. Friends were reminded to keep Third Month 27, 2021 open for the Yearly 
Meeting’s retreat on Outreach and Weaving a Wider Welcome with Rachel Ernst-Stahlhut. This retreat is
under the care of Religious Nurture and Education Committee. It is hoped that this retreat will take place
at Quaker Hill Conference Center in Richmond, IN.

15. Minute of concern. Friends noted with concern the absence of representatives from several monthly
meetings and Yearly Meeting committees. Executive Committee will rely on Religious Nurture and 
Education Committee to reach out to these monthly meetings. The Presiding Clerk as ex officio member 
of all Yearly Meeting committees will work with the Assistant Clerk to reach out to these committees. 
The Clerk hopes to discuss this concern at a future Executive Committee meeting. Friends were asked to
hold these Friends in the Light during our closing worship.

16. Closing worship. Friends concluded with a brief period of waiting worship.

Next Meeting: Eleventh Month 7, 2020 (Zoom meeting anticipated)
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APPENDED REPORTS

OVYM Treasurer’s report on fiscal year 2019-2020
"Frugality is good, if liberality be join'd with it...The first without the last begins covetousness; the last 
without the first begins prodigality: Both together make an excellent temper."
William Penn Some Fruits of Solitude

Thank you, dear Friends, for the continued strong support from you individually and from your 
Meetings. My sincere gratitude to those Meetings who donated more than their suggested proportional 
share. Also many thanks to those individuals who gave over $2,300 extra contributions during our yearly
meeting sessions last year, plus those who donated through the sessions books store and those who 
donate all or part of their yearly meeting travel costs. Since 2020 Sessions registration was on-line and 
most Friends paid via credit card this year, much 2020 Sessions income also made it into our account 
during the fiscal year that just ended. I can now report that another $1447 has been donated along with 
$2711.60 for registration, after Square credit card fees were deducted. Also, we received a $1000 
donation from a very generous Friend.

It is a one-time anomaly that June 2019 Sessions income and most of the 2020 Sessions income show up
in the same fiscal year. In the interest of fairly comparing last fiscal year with the previous ones, I have 
excluded the 2020 Sessions income recorded in my Treasurer’s spreadsheet report from the following 
comments: In spite of all this wonderful generosity, total income is about $2000 less than last year. 
However, the virus pandemic cancelled the youth service trip, lowering our expenses by $4000. With on-
line 2020 Sessions our cost is about $1000, so far, removing another $10,000 from our expenses in the 
fiscal year just ended. Therefore, there was virtually no net loss this year in spite of our predicted 
$15,000 budget loss.

Our invested assets gained about 2.9% in value since last year. 

Faith & Practice Committee Report submitted August 19, 2020 by Paul Buckley

Current Status
Now that the last piece of text has been approved at this year’s annual sessions, we are almost ready to 
publish the new Book of Faith & Practice both electronically and on paper. The last thing needed is a 
final index and inserting cross-references. Once that happens, we can move on to publishing. 

We have also been in touch with David Pfaltzgraff-Carlson (OVYM Publications Coordinator) and 
Daniel Day (our Web Clerk) about creating an on-line version. David believes that we can convert it to 
HTML with relative ease.

We have contacted Charles Martin the publisher at Inner Light Books and Brent Bill from the FGC 
Quaker Press about getting it printed. Both have used Ingram’s Lightning Source for their printing. It is 
a high quality print-on-demand company that has worldwide distribution. Ingram has a new service for 
very small, independent publishers/organizations (such as OVYM) and authors. They each 
recommended it.

Print-on-demand means we would print only the quantity we need when we need them. The costs are 
very reasonable (see below). This also includes conversion to an e-book format. Since they are a 
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division of one of the largest book distribution companies in the world, our book can be listed in their 
online catalog and then independent bookstores, Amazon, and Barnes & Noble can sell the book as well.

Estimated Printing Cost
The 2019 Statistician’s Report showed 595 resident members and attenders over the age of 18. Printing 
750 copies would provide a paperback copy for each of these people, copies to send to other yearly 
meetings and to Quaker publications for review, and leave several spares for each meeting to have on 
hand. This would cost $2227 according to the Ingram Spark website ($2.97 per copy).

Likewise, 100 hardcover copies would cost $826 ($8.26 per copy). That would provide each meeting 
with a hardcover copy for its library, plus copies to send to Quaker college libraries, and leave a stock of
more than 50 to sell to those who wanted a hardcover rather than a softcover copy.

There is a $50 set-up fee and it will cost about $125 to get an ISBN (required by Ingram). Copyright is 
established automatically when a work is created. We could pay to have our copyright registered with 
the US Copyright Office, but that only matters if we wanted to file a copyright infringement suit (which 
we doubt would ever happen).

These estimated costs are based on some reasonable assumptions, and total a bit less than the $3500 in 
the Faith & Practice Printing Fund. This does not include the cost of shipping to each monthly meeting 
and there may be unexpected costs. On the plus side, we could offset some of the costs by asking 
individuals who want to substitute a hardcover copy to pay the extra $5.50 and we could sell additional 
copies.

Action Items
There are three pieces of business for the Executive Committee:

First, approve using Ingram Spark as our publisher and authorize the committee to move ahead.

Second, although the F&P committee members have each read through the manuscript and incorporated 
the edits that seemed necessary, it might be good to have some fresh eyes on the text before we declare it
frozen. It would be valuable for a couple of Executive Committee members to volunteer as final readers.
Although this could be done using an electronic version, printing a few copies for this could be helpful. 
Reviewers would then be able to hold an approximation of the book in their hands and get a sense of its 
aesthetics as well as its contents. (Note: since we would only be printing a few copies, these review 
copies would be more expensive, maybe $15 each.)

Third, in the cost estimates above, we are only guessing how many copies will be needed. Although 
print-on-demand gives us flexibility to order more copies as needed, the committee would like to have 
better counts of how many paper and hardcover copies each meeting anticipates needing. If Executive 
Committee approves, we request that representatives of each monthly meeting confer with their 
meetings and submit their requests for the number of copies required.

Advice Requested
Even for the cheapest options, we can have a color picture on the cover. Any suggestions are welcome – 
send them to Paul (bucklpa@earlham.edu).
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Youth Services Committee Report

Over the course of the year, OVYM youth programming has included a number of high
quality, spiritually enriching activities and opportunities. The Youth Services Secretary,
Kaia Jackson, has done excellent work- nurturing a warm and supportive environment
for youth, maintaining contact with families, and using creative approaches during the
challenges imposed by the COVID19 pandemic.

Concerns
Youth Services Secretary: Contract Status
Kaia’s contract expired at the end of July. The YSC Committee, in consultation with
Kaia, agreed to extend their contract through the end of the year.

Bolster the Youth Services Committee
The Youth Services Committee is not functional. The last meeting with reasonable
attendance was in February: subsequent meetings have been sporadically scheduled
and typically include the clerk, secretary, and one other committee member. Awareness
of OVYM resources, background, program intent/expectations is lacking due to the
inexperience of committee members. The committee is not proactively engaging or
guiding youth programming. We recommend that Nominating Committee seek new
members and that Peter Hardy bring his experience back to YSC and continue meeting
with us for the foreseeable future, and welcome participation from other Friends.

Young Adult Friends Committee Report

submitted by Uta Brewington

Young adult committee has formed bi-weekly gathering via zoom. It started as a young adult dinner 
chat and transformed into an intergenerational activity that is still transforming. We have ideas and 
hope to have conversation topics for future gatherings. We hope that if the committee stays 
consistent it will encourage more friends to join. We are currently posting on the young adult 
Facebook page, and we are trying to get the message out to each meeting bi-weekly.

Auditing Committee Report
submitted by Veronica Frost 

Auditing Committee would normally meet in person with the Treasurer to conduct an audit before 
our next EC meeting. Veronica Frost calls our attention the risk of three people working closely for 
an extended time period and notes that Wilson’s budgets have never been off by more than $25. 
Veronica requests either a delayed audit or skipping the audit of the 2019-2020 fiscal year.
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Bloomington Friends Meeting’s Minute on Nuclear Weapons
Approved 8/9/2020

Seventy-five years ago, the United States became the only nation to use nuclear weapons, destroying
the cities of Hiroshima and Nagasaki. This act caused incredible suffering to the civilian population 
and ushered in an age of fear.

This was not just the fear of a bomb blast killing humans and destroying cities. It was also the fear of
radiation poisoning air, earth and water miles from the bomb craters, leaving living things with no 
way to eat, drink or even breathe that would not cause radiation sickness and slow death.

Still, nations raced to pour precious resources into creating a “doomsday machine” that could 
destroy their enemies, in spite of the fact that this would trigger retaliation in kind. The U.S. and the 
Soviet Union embraced as part of their national security policies the doctrine of “Mutually Assured 
Destruction,” saying in effect, “If we both know we can utterly destroy each other, neither of us will 
do it.”

And yet the catastrophe has almost happened more than once. Many accidents and misinterpretations
have edged close to disaster, and the 1962 Cuban Missile Crisis nearly led to open war.

Fortunately, world leaders drew back from that brink. The Nuclear Freeze movement grew; in 1982 a
million people gathered in New York's Central Park to call for an end to the nuclear arms race. Every
U.S. President from Eisenhower through Obama respected the need for limits on nuclear weapons. 
President Reagan declared, “A nuclear war cannot be won and must never be fought.” Over the 
decades, diplomatic negotiations resulted in treaties and agreements that de-escalated the arms race 
and cut the global nuclear stockpile by 80%.

But now, the danger of nuclear war has risen as high as ever. The current administration has backed 
out of a number of agreements despite the fact that these agreements provide us with useful 
information, resulted in the destruction of dangerous weapons, or reduced nuclear proliferation to 
other nations. The administration's current maneuvers threaten to derail the much-needed New 
START treaty. The U.S. is considering resuming nuclear test explosions. Congress has authorized 
spending $1.2 trillion for a new generation of nuclear weapons, including “usable” nuclear weapons
—as though “low-yield” nuclear weapons (which are almost the same size as the Hiroshima bomb) 
could be employed without provoking a cataclysmic nuclear response. But as the late Senator 
Richard Lugar, together with other high-ranking former officials, warned: “It is unlikely there is such
a thing as a 'limited' nuclear war; preparing for one is folly.”

Experts warn that nuclear war is just as likely today as it was at the height of the Cold War, whether 
it begins on purpose, through an accident or cyber attack, or because of a miscalculation of other 
powers' reactions to deployment of “usable” nuclear weapons. Even a “small” nuclear war between 
India and Pakistan, with 3% of world nuclear arsenals, would kill two billion people—over a quarter 
of the world's population—as the clouds of debris would block sunlight from reaching food crops. 
War between the United States and Russia could well extinguish life on Earth.
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The bombing of Hiroshima on August 6, 1945, was the first time nuclear weapons were used in 
combat. Let us make sure that the bombing of Nagasaki on August 9 was the last.

This is the time to take action. The people of the world have awakened to the fact that we face the 
existential threats of global warming and a mishandled pandemic, and that these threats are driven by
systems of oppression that must change. In our nation, movements to save the climate, achieve racial
justice, and protect voters' rights are beginning to coalesce, and abolition of nuclear weapons needs 
to be part of the world-saving work.

Therefore Bloomington Friends Meeting encourages all who hear or read these words to consider 
how to forward the cause of peace and the abolition of nuclear weapons. We ask you to do all you 
can to support these actions:

Urge the government of the United States to restore the network of agreements and the process of
diplomatic negotiation that brought us a measure of shared security over past decades. 
Specifically, the U.S. should:

 —Indicate readiness to extend the New START treaty, returning to bilateral talks with Russia 
whether China chooses to be involved or not

 —encourage open discussion among all nations of steps toward reducing nuclear arsenals, building 
on New START

 —Affirm commitment to the spirit of our agreements, where possible repairing and re-entering the 
Non-Proliferation Treaty, the Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty, the Intermediate-Range Nuclear 
Forces Treaty, the Iran Nuclear Deal (JCPOA). and the Open Skies treaty.

Urge the government of the United States to adopt a better nuclear policy:

 —Adopt a No First Use policy

 —Take land-based Intercontinental Ballistic Missiles off launch-ready alert, and in fact rid 
ourselves of the vulnerable and dangerous land-based ICBM system altogether

 —Ensure that any decision to launch nuclear weapons is reviewed by designated officials in 
addition to the President

 —Eschew any future nuclear test explosions

 —Close the door on the notion of “usable nukes”

 —Replace plans to “modernize” our nuclear arsenal with plans to work toward eliminating it

 —Sign and seek ratification of the Treaty on the Prohibition of Nuclear Weapons
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Call upon Members of Congress to reduce the military budget, especially nuclear expenses:

 —Deny appropriations for “usable” nuclear weapons, new nuclear weapons and nuclear test 
explosions

 —Channel saved funds into meeting human needs

Encourage voters to explore candidates' positions on the use or abolition of nuclear weapons 
and to vote and support candidates as led by conscience

Support the International Campaign for the Abolition of Nuclear Weapons (ICAN), a campaign
that won the 2017 Nobel Peace Prize. ICAN describes itself as “a broad, inclusive campaign, 
focused on mobilizing civil society around the world to support the specific objective of prohibiting 
and eliminating nuclear weapons” in accord with the UN Treaty on the Prohibition of Nuclear 
Weapons. Its U.S. partner, NuclearBan.US, offers the Treaty Compliance Campaign, by which 
individuals, businesses, faith communities, schools, organizations, cities and states can align 
themselves with the Treaty on the Prohibition of Nuclear weapons and the Paris Climate Agreement 
by undertaking to disconnect and divest, as far as possible, from both fossil fuels and the nuclear 
weapons industry.

 —Learn more about these partnered campaigns (see https://www.icanw.org/ and 
http://www.nuclearban.us/about/)

 —Consider joining as an individual

 —Encourage your Meeting or faith community, other organizations to which you belong, your city 
or town, and your Members of Congress to join the campaign.

These actions may bring us to a new era of shared security and hope.
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Executive Committee of Ohio Valley Yearly Meeting
Eleventh Month 7, 2020, 12:00noon

Meeting for Business via Zoom

1. Opening worship. Friends entered into waiting worship.

2. Roll call. The Recording Clerk called the roll of Yearly Meeting officers and administrators, 
Committee Clerks, Quarterly and Monthly Meeting Representatives, and Yearly Meeting staff:

Yearly Meeting officers and administrators
Presiding Clerk: Martha Viehmann
Assistant Presiding Clerk: Rachel Ernst-Stahlhut
Recording Clerk: Rex Sprouse 
Assistant Recording Clerk: Lisa Cayard 
Treasurer: Wilson Palmer 
Assistant Treasurer: (office vacant)

Committee Clerks
Auditing: not present 
Braddock Fund: Steve Angell
Budget & Finance: Steve Angell, Fred Feitler
Children’s: not present
Development: Betsy Neale
Earthcare: David Duvall
Faith & Practice: Rex Sprouse
Nominating: Rhonda Pfaltzgraff-Carlson
Peace & Social Concerns: Carol Simmons 
Personnel: Steve Angell
Records: not present
Religious Nurture & Education: Nikki Coffey Tousley
Yearly Meeting Planning: Carol Simmons 
Young Adult Friends: not present
Youth Services: not present (Jason Swank sends regrets)

Quarterly Meeting Clerks
Miami: Peter Hardy
Whitewater: Terre Holada

Monthly Meeting representatives
Bloomington: Elizabeth Terney
Campus: not present
Clear Creek: Cathy Habschmidt
Community: Eric Wolff, Deborah Jordan 
Dayton: Nikki Coffey Tousley
Eastern Hills: Wilson Palmer
Fall Creek: Daniel Day
Fort Wayne: Fred Feitler
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Lafayette: not present 
Lexington: Richard Mitchell 
Louisville: not present
Miami: not present
North Meadow: Dinah Duvall
Oxford: Steve Angell
White Rose: not present
Yellow Springs: Carol Simmons

Yearly Meeting staff
Administrative Secretary: Deborah Jordan
Youth Secretary: Kaia Jackson 

Support volunteers
Website Administrator: Daniel Day
Statistician: Bill Heilbron
Sexual Misconduct Task Force: Betsy Neale

3. Brief period of additional worship. Just as Executive Committee meeting began, it was announced 
that Joseph Biden was almost certain to win the 2020 US Presidential election. Friends paused to hold in
the Light both the opportunities and the risks that came with this announcement.

4. Discussion of anti-racism work at the monthly meeting level. Friends from various constituent 
monthly meetings shared information about the anti-racism work their meetings were engaged in. This 
included book and Pendle Hill pamphlet study, interfaith relationships with predominantly African-
American churches, participation in Black Lives Matter demonstrations, sharing space with an Iglesia de
Amigos congregation who had lost their meeting space, discussion at meeting for business, and 
participation in webinars on anti-racism sponsored by American Friends Service Committee. This 
information will be shared with Connie McNeely and Princess Nelson, who have volunteered to serve 
with the Ministry on Racism Program of Friends General Conference. Friends are encouraged to share 
their anti-racism activities in the Quaker Quill. 

5. Consideration of the practice of Noticing. Friends entered into an extended discussion about the 
possibility of adopting for use by Executive Committee the practice of Noticing, as recently practiced by
New England Yearly Meeting and Friends General Conference Central Committee. Some Friends who 
had recently experienced Noticing at Friends General Conference Central Committee felt that it had 
been beneficial in opening new perspectives and that it had called the body to greater faithfulness. It was
also pointed out that we can view Noticing as an example of eldering with a specific focus. Some 
Friends expressed discomfort with Noticing because of the possibility that this practice could become 
counter-productive and shaming. Friends agreed that they would take back to their monthly meetings the
question of how Ohio Valley Yearly Meeting is committed to becoming an anti-racist faith community.

6. Treasurer’s Report. Wilson Palmer presented the report, the written text of which is appended to 
these minutes. Friends accepted the report.

7. Nominating Committee Report. Rhonda Pfaltzgraff-Carlson presented the report. Rhonda reported 
that both Earthcare Committee and Peace and Social Concerns Committee had accepted Nominating 
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Committee’s offer of assistance in identifying names to bring forward for service on these respective 
committees. Rhonda brought forward the name of Lois Kay to serve as the Yearly Meeting 
Representative to Friends Peace Teams. Friends approved. Friends accepted the report. 

8. Youth Secretary Report. Kaia Jackson presented the report, highlighting recent, current, and future 
events. For example, a Political Healing Circle will be held via Zoom on 2020-11-08. Also, plans are 
underway for a Quake that Rocked the Continent, which is to be held via Zoom on 2020-12-12. Friends 
are referred to Kaia for information about upcoming events. Friends accepted the report.

9. Youth Services Committee Report. The Clerk read aloud Jason Swank’s written report, which is 
appended to these minutes. Friends accepted the report.

10. Earthcare Committee Report. David Duvall presented the report, highlighting a “Green Sixth 
Day” event as an alternative to “Black Friday.” David had submitted a written report, which had been 
distributed to Executive Committee members in advance and is appended to these minutes. Friends 
accepted the report.

11. Miami Quarterly Meeting report. Peter Hardy presented the report, highlighting the recent 
successful Joint Quarterly Meeting. Peter had submitted a written report, which had been distributed to 
Executive Committee members in advance and is appended to these minutes. Friends accepted the 
report.

12. Religious Nurture and Education Report. Nikki Coffey Tousley presented the report, highlighting 
an upcoming retreat in Third Month 2021 to be led by Rachel Ernst-Stahlhut. Nikki had submitted a 
written report, which had been distributed to Executive Committee members in advance and is appended
to these minutes. Friends accepted the report. 

13. Budget and Finance Report. Fred Feitler had submitted a written report, which had been 
distributed to Executive Committee members in advance and is appended to these minutes. Friends 
accepted the report. 

14. Faith and Practice Committee Report. Paul Buckley presented the report, previewing for Friends 
how the cover and text of the new Book of Faith and Practice will look. Friends thanked Betsy Neale, 
Gail Koehler, and Andy Garrison for their very helpful proofreading of the final text. The Committee 
members thank the constituent monthly meetings for responding to our question about the number of 
copies requested. Friends accepted the report.

15. Conflict Reconciliation Process Report. Steve Angell presented the report, which is appended to 
these minutes. Friends offered reflections on this reconciliation process, including thoughts about how 
we can do better as a yearly meeting in the future. Although there was a sense of unfinished business, no
further actions regarding this particular conflict are planned at this time. Friends accepted the report.

16. Auditing Committee Report. The Clerk read aloud the written report, which Veronica Frost had 
submitted and is appended to these minutes. Friends accepted the report.

17. Clerk’s report on outreach to monthly meetings and Yearly Meeting committees. The Clerk 
reported on outreach to monthly meetings and Yearly Meeting committees who have seldom been 
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represented at Executive Committee meetings in recent times. Happily, this outreach has led to increased
representation in some cases. Friends accepted the report.

18. Yearly Meeting Planning Committee Report. Carol Simmons presented a brief report, highlighting
the recent work of the Committee, particularly work on discerning a theme for 2021. Friends accepted 
the report.

19. Yearly Meeting Directory update. Friends agreed that the Administrative Secretary will compile a 
list of updates to the Yearly Meeting Directory rather than a completely updated Directory for this year. 
Friends were reminded that they can request a pdf of the Yearly Meeting Directory at any time.

20. Closing worship. Friends ended with a brief period of waiting worship.

Next Executive Committee Meeting: 2021-02-06 at 10am via Zoom.

APPENDED REPORTS

TREASURER’S REPORT (See Minute 6.)

It is too early in the fiscal year to have anything in general on which to report. There was a little Yearly 
Meeting Sessions income that was not received until after June 30, which is reported on page 5 of the 
spreadsheet. Similarly, the honorariums for our Session’s speakers were not paid until this fiscal year. 
Close inspection of the spreadsheet shows some negative expenses, which translates to income. This is 
because some expenses I paid and listed in my report last year, did not actually cash the checks. After 
many months go by, balancing my checkbook and my reports get progressively more difficult, and I 
expect the checks never to be cashed. Since last year is closed and audited, I do not feel allowed to alter 
those figures. In order to balance my checkbook against my report, I list the uncashed checks this year as
income. 

Submitted by Wilson Palmer

YOUTH SERVICES COMMITTEE REPORT (See Minute 9.)

Over the course of the year, OVYM youth programming has included a number of high
quality, spiritually enriching activities and opportunities. The Youth Services Secretary,
Kaia Jackson, has done excellent work- nurturing a warm and supportive environment
for youth, maintaining contact with families, and using creative approaches during the
challenges imposed by the COVID19 pandemic.

Concerns
Youth Services Secretary: Contract Status
Kaia’s contract expired at the end of July. The YSC Committee, in consultation with
Kaia, agreed to extend their contract through the end of the year.
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Bolster the Youth Services Committee
The Youth Services Committee is not functional. The last meeting with reasonable
attendance was in February: subsequent meetings have been sporadically scheduled
and typically include the clerk, secretary, and one other committee member. Awareness
of OVYM resources, background, program intent/expectations is lacking due to the
inexperience of committee members. The committee is not proactively engaging or
guiding youth programming. We recommend that Nominating Committee seek new
members and that Peter Hardy bring his experience back to YSC and continue meeting
with us for the foreseeable future, and welcome participation from other Friends.

Submitted by Jason Swank

EARTHCARE COMMITTEE REPORT (See Minute 10.)

The Earthcare Committee of Ohio Valley Yearly Meeting met virtually via internet-conference on 
September 26, 2020 with Bill Cahalan, Al McGraw, & Phyllis Tonne attending and David Duvall 
convening.

We reviewed our related activities that occurred at OVYM ’20:
 Children's program engaged 3 youth in watershed education activities. 
 The Contemplative Walk workshop had 8 participants and included brief gathered 

worship followed by the individual contemplative walking followed by worship sharing.
 The Meeting For Healing of the Earth which had been a proposed to the Program 

Committee did not occur in the virtual YM.
 Books acquired for the bookstore will be retained for the next gathering that they may be 

made available.
We were relieved of programming responsibility for Joint Quarterly Meeting.

The Nominating Committee has inquired as to whether the Earthcare Committee would be easy with NC
exploring nominations among Monthly Meetings not presently represented on the committee and 
members not otherwise engaged in YM activities. The committee found unity that we would welcome 
such enrichment. We further discussed the related issue of terms. The self identified nature of 
Committee membership has diminished the meaningfulness of term duration. Yet, the NC does have a 
procession of such terms for reporting purposes. As we have several new participants, we need to clarify
the beginning for such terms as they may be recorded.

This inquiry led to our own introspection regarding this concern, especially having lost previously active
participation from Bloomington MM. Bill Cahalan indicated he would reach out to Ria Collee in this 
regard. 

Al McGrew reported on Quaker Earthcare Witness meetings. They have established a Speakers Bureau 
to make testimony more easily accessible. He noted the QEW mini-grant program in assistance of 
earthcare activities undertaken by Monthly Meetings and inquired whether any OVYM affiliates have 
availed themselves of this program. David Duvall inquired whether North Meadow’s lead abatement 
project would qualify. Al will follow up.
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The shared concern for public health led naturally to sharing about how the various Meetings 
represented were coping with the COVID19 virus response. Although pretty much everyone is utilizing 
ZOOM, physical occupancy has met with varying responses: 

 Dayton is meeting inside with masking and distanced seating. Although physical attendance has
been reduced, they have actually picked up new attenders.

 Community Meeting has been gathering outdoors on First Day afternoons.
 North Meadow Circle of Friends has been meeting at regular morning hours in the yard with 

ongoing technical attempts to connect the physical and virtual meetings. NMCF is preparing to 
share with a Spanish speaking Meeting and preparing the interior for occupancy, Although the 
building system has ultra-violet sanitation, physical meeting will require open ventilation for the
time being.

 David will forward the threat/hazard/mitigation chart posted at NMCF that is helpful for 
discerning behavioral implications for environments and responses.

Looking forward, we would propose proceeding with a special occasion Meeting for the Healing of the 
Earth as a virtual activity. We suggest responding to the “Black Friday” commercial indulgence by 
holding the proposed MfH as a Green Friday activity. We would return to the queries originally intended
for OVYM 2020 for this. 

There was some discussion about food sharing activities in Dayton sponsored by the Center for 
Community Solutions on November 6-7. 

We determined to meet again 2/29/21 (LOL) and closed with a period of worship

Submitted by David Duvall

MIAMI QUARTERLY MEETING REPORT (See Minute 11.)

A joint Quarter meeting between Miami and Whitewater quarters was held over the weekend of October 
17 and 18th. During the meeting Religious Nurture and Education facilitated a discussion on “Nurturing 
Children and Youth in our Meeting” in a time when monthly meetings have many restrictions imposed 
on them by the pandemic. Friends discussed how to carry out religious education and pastoral care when
compelled to do so from a safe distance and frequently using technology such as zoom. We also heard an
excellent presentation from Religious Nurture and Education on Deep Listening including a moving 
Faith & Play presentation followed by discussions in break out rooms. Friends enjoyed an evening of 
playing games and telling stories. Approximately 40 Friends registered for the meeting with 
approximately one third coming from Whitewater Quarter and two thirds coming from Miami Quarter. 
Feedback from the meeting was collected from Friends who completed an on-line survey. Friends spoke 
enthusiastically about the meeting and how it helped them find support for dealing with a difficult time. 
One response in the evaluation perhaps sums up our experience and our situation: “We are feeling our 
way in the world of distanced meeting. I felt the warmth of the event, and am learning to find presence 
in this new practice, but I have a concern that many are being left behind from fear of technology.”

Visits to monthly meetings
Prior to Joint Quarter I visited two monthly meetings Dayton and Eastern Hills. Both visits were done 
via zoom. These were opportunities to experience worship in different meetings within our Quarter and 
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to bring greetings from my own meeting to our sister meetings. I was able to offer an announcement 
about the Joint Quarter and to encourage Friends to attend. I very much enjoyed the visits.

Submitted by Peter Hardy

RELIGIOUS NURTURE AND EDUCATION REPORT (See Minute 12.) 

The committee has met several times since Yearly Meeting. We organized two Zoom discussions this 
fall to share ideas and concerns related to sustaining our communities during the Covid-19 crises, 
including an overall discussion and a follow-up on pastoral care. The invitation included links to 
resources from other Yearly Meetings.
The committee also planned the program at Joint Quarter on Deep Listening, and gathered Friends 
earlier that day to talk about nurture of our children and youth in our meetings.

We have a scheduled retreat on March 27 with Rachel Ernst-Stahlhut on Outreach and Weaving a wider 
welcome. Given that we will likely still need to isolate, we with Rachel about how to move the retreat 
online. Do keep the date open. We reviewed out charge, and will probably bring some changes to the 
next meeting of executive committee

In the longer term, we hope to to organize a Faith and Play introduction in the spring or summer and 
continue to try to bring together people working with children and youth on the local meeting level. We 
are also thinking about how to do some programming around conflict in meetings, but that would be 
next year.

Submitted by Nikki Coffey Tousley, Clerk of Religious Nurture and Education

BUDGET AND FINANCE REPORT (See Minute 13.) 

At the request of Steve Angell (who has too many things to do at the moment), I have sent a note to the 
B&F committee to ask them to review last year's budget report; we received an update from our 
treasurer on where things are at the moment with some projections for the future. A suggestion was for 
the Development Committee to start working on current and future monies from interested members for 
long term income.

Submitted by Fred Feitler, acting convenor

CONFLICT RECONCILIATION PROCESS REPORT. (See Minute 15.) 

In fall 2019, theOVYMClerks Support Committee requested that Barry Zalph (Louisville MM) design 
and conduct a mediation to resolve conflicts connected with the decision not to nominate David Funck 
to continue as a member and co-clerk of the Youth Services Committee. Circumstances, some related 
and some unrelated to the conflicts, delayed the planning work until spring 2020. At Barry’s request, the 
work took place under the care of an ad hoc Mediator Accountability and Support committee. The 
committee consisted of Steve Angell, Paul Buckley, and Nikki Coffey Tousley. Barry convened a group 
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of 18 participants, of whom 17 participated in the full process. Five of these were central parties to the 
conflicts. The roster of participants and the plan for the group sessions were developed over four months
of consultation between Barry and prospective participants.

Six mediation sessions took place from 8/28–10/10/2020, by video conference. As documented in the 
evaluation (performed by Paul Buckley), participants found that the process led to some learning, 
growth, and softening of feelings, but did not resolve the conflicts. Participants suggested, but did not 
seek unity on, a long list (attached) of underlying issues that may have contributed to the conflicts. 
Issues of widespread concern include: improving interpersonal communication, including of critical 
feedback; clarifying responsibilities within the youth program, including for the supervision of the Youth
Secretary; clarifying the Nominating process and its spiritual basis; and providing support for aggrieved 
Friends in a manner that meets their need for emotional safety while communicating clearly and 
appropriately with any Friends who may have caused harm. Barry and the ad hoc committee agree that 
further work would be required to resolve the conflicts and restore some wounded relationships.

Submitted by Stephen Angell

AUDITING COMMITTEE REPORT (See Minute 16.) 

Due to COVID-19 and the hands-on nature of an audit, the Audit Committee did not meet in person this 
year. The knowledge that we have an experienced, competent and reliable treasurer eased our sense of 
discomfort about not being able to conduct a full audit.

The Treasurer did send out copies of the necessary documents to verify that the amounts stated on the 
Treasurer’s report for all OVYM funds are correct. OVYM does possess, in banks and brokerages, the 
amounts of money reported on the yearly Treasurer’s report.

As always, we appreciate the opportunity to be of service to our wider Quaker community.

Submitted by Veronica Frost
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Executive Committee of Ohio Valley Yearly Meeting
Second Month 6, 2021, 12:00noon

Meeting for Business via Zoom

1. Opening worship. Friends entered into a period of waiting worship.

2. Roll call. The Recording Clerk called the roll of Yearly Meeting officers and administrators, 
Committee Clerks, Quarterly and Monthly Meeting Representatives, and Yearly Meeting staff:

Yearly Meeting officers and administrators
Presiding Clerk: Martha Viehmann
Assistant Presiding Clerk: Rachel Ernst-Stahlhut
Recording Clerk: Rex Sprouse 
Assistant Recording Clerk: Lisa Cayard 
Treasurer: Wilson Palmer 
Assistant Treasurer: (office vacant)

Committee Clerks (or representative)
Auditing: not present 
Braddock Fund: not present
Budget & Finance: not present
Children’s: Susan Hyde
Development: Betsy Neale
Earthcare: Carol Simmons
Faith & Practice: Rex Sprouse
Nominating: Richard Mitchell
Peace & Social Concerns: Carol Simmons 
Personnel: Dinah Duvall
Records: Susan Hyde
Religious Nurture & Education: Nikki Coffey Tousley
Yearly Meeting Planning: Carol Simmons 
Young Adult Friends: Kaia Jackson
Youth Services: Jason Swank

Quarterly Meeting Clerks
Miami: Peter Hardy
Whitewater: Terre Holada

Monthly Meeting representatives
Bloomington: Elizabeth Terney
Campus: not present
Clear Creek: Cathy Habschmidt
Community: Deborah Jordan 
Dayton: Nikki Coffey Tousley
Eastern Hills: Wilson Palmer
Fall Creek: Daniel Day
Fort Wayne: Terre Holada
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Lafayette: not present 
Lexington: Richard Mitchell and Betsy Neale
Louisville: Cindi Goslee
Miami: not present
North Meadow: Dinah Duvall
Oxford: (Cecile Shore sends regrets)
White Rose: not present
Yellow Springs: Carol Simmons and Susan Hyde

Yearly Meeting staff
Administrative Secretary: Deborah Jordan
Youth Secretary: Kaia Jackson 

Support volunteers
Website Administrator: Daniel Day
Statistician: Bill Heilbron
Sexual Misconduct Task Force: Betsy Neale

Visitor: Princess Nelson (Lexington Friends Meeting)

3. Faith and Practice Committee report. Paul Buckley reported that monthly meetings’ orders for the 
revised Book of Faith and Practice had been placed and were in the process of being fulfilled. It was 
clarified that hard copies and paperback copies were being shipped under separate cover. Further 
information about ordering additional copies will be available in The Quaker Quill. Friends were 
encouraged to place orders for additional copies through the Yearly Meeting, because almost $3000 
remained in the Yearly Meeting’s Faith and Practice Printing Fund. 

4. Nominating Committee report. On behalf of Nominating Committee, the Clerk brought forward the 
name of Buck Bunner to serve on Religious Nurture and Education Committee for a term beginning 
immediately upon approval and ending at the rise of Annual Sessions in 2023. Friends approved.

5. Suggestions for committees seeking Committee Clerks. The Clerk discussed suggestions for 
committees who are experiencing challenges naming a Committee Clerk. One suggestion was to divide 
the duties of clerking among two or more committee members, such as convening the committee, 
discerning the agenda for meetings, presiding at committee meetings, recording minutes, serving as 
representative at Executive Committee meetings, etc. Another suggestion was to rotate the role of 
Committee Clerk among committee members. 

At the time of this meeting, Nominating Committee, Peace and Social Concerns Committee, 
Development Committee, and Budget and Finance Committee did not have named Clerks, although 
Budget and Finance Committee had an Acting Clerk. It was pointed out that one issue for future 
consideration might be decoupling the role of Assistant Treasurer from the role of Clerk of Budget and 
Finance Committee.

Richard Mitchell agreed to convene Nominating Committee. Executive Committee requested 
that Nominating Committee seek to discern a process for the naming and appointment of Clerk of 
Nominating Committee.
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6. Treasurer’s report. Wilson Palmer presented the report, highlighting updates on income from 
monthly meetings since preparation of the spreadsheet. Friends accepted the report.

Wilson also highlighted the extent to which Paul Buckley had not only shepherded the process of
publishing the revised Book of Faith and Practice, but also saved the Yearly Meeting a substantial 
amount of expense in the process. Friends hereby minute their appreciation to Paul for his tireless efforts
in the final stages of process of Faith and Practice revision.

7. Budget and Finance Committee report. Wilson Palmer presented the tentative budget for 2021-
2022, noting ways in which the COVID-19 pandemic had significantly reduced expenditures, because 
Annual Sessions would be held via Zoom, and various travel expenses would not be incurred. The name 
change from Capital Fund to Meetinghouse Resource Fund was clarified. Friends accepted the report.

8. Yearly Meeting Handbook updates. Friends approved a correction to the link on the Personnel 
Committee Description page such that it would now link to section 4.5, the Personnel Policy. 

Friends approved revisions to the charge of Religious Nurture and Education Committee, 
reducing the number of Committee members from 12 to 8 and making facets of both the religious 
nurture and religious education charges more explicit.

9. Statistician’s report. Bill Heilbron presented the report, highlighting that he had received reports 
from all constituent Monthly Meetings. Bill reported that most of our monthly meetings were holding 
meeting for worship via Zoom during the COVID-19 pandemic. Bill also reported that membership was 
continuing to decline, primarily due to removal because of loss of contact. Friends accepted the report.

10. Youth Services Committee report. Jason Swank presented the report, a full written version of 
which is appended to these minutes. Jason lifted up three basic objectives for Youth Services 
Committee: (1) consistent, compelling programming, (2) engagement with the broader Quaker youth 
community; and (3) engagement with constituent monthly meetings at the local level. It was noted that 
there had been particularly rich and fruitful youth activities associated with Louisville and Lexington 
Meetings. Youth Secretary Kaia Jackson stressed that they would be happy to facilitate more youth 
activities with all our monthly meetings. Friends accepted the report.

11. Planning Committee report. Carol Simmons presented the report, reminding Friends that current 
plans called for Annual Sessions 2021 to be held from Sixth Month 16 to 20 via Zoom. The theme will 
be “From Revelation to Revolution: Walking Together in Radical Love.” Friends accepted the report.

Friends approved hiring our three long-term Children’s Program workers and Travis Christian, 
who would be working with the Teen Program, for Annual Sessions 2021.

12. Religious Nurture and Education Committee report. Nikki Coffey Tousley presented the report, a
full written version of which is appended to these minutes. Nikki highlighted the well-attended Front 
Porch sessions and the upcoming retreat on “Outreach and Weaving a Wider Welcome” scheduled for 
Third Month 26-27, 2021, and facilitated Rachel Ernst-Stahlhut. It was also announced that a Front 
Porch session on White Privilege would be held on Second Month 24, 2021, from 7:00pm to 8:45pm via
Zoom. Friends accepted the report.

13. Miami Quarterly Meeting report. Peter Hardy presented the report, a full written version of which 
is appended to these minutes. Peter expressed his delight at the opportunity to visit various meetings in 
Miami Quarterly Meeting. Friends accepted the report.
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14. Whitewater Quarterly Meeting report. Terre Holada reported on the First Month 2021 Whitewater
Quarterly Meeting, which had been held via Zoom. Whitewater Quarterly Meeting Friends united in a 
minute opposing nuclear weapons. Friends enjoyed an afternoon program on acknowledging spiritual 
gifts. Friends accepted the report.

15. Conversation on Ohio Valley Yearly Meeting and anti-racism. Monthly Meetings had been asked
to discuss the concern on anti-racism and bring feedback on our meetings’ commitment to becoming an 
anti-racist organization. Some meetings have had these conversations and are in favor of moving 
forward. Other meetings are not in unity or are hesitant to take on difficult conversations at this time. 
Lexington Meeting has a weekly session to share resources on the topic of anti-racism that has created a 
sense of trust. The Lexington Meeting Anti-Racism Coordinating Committee offered to share about the 
work they are doing. Some meetings are offering book studies and other activities to encourage learning 
and discussion of anti-racism. It was acknowledged that not everyone in our meetings is at the same 
place in their understanding of and commitment to this issue. Participating in the upcoming Front Porch 
Session on Anti-Racism and the RNE retreat on Weaving a Wider Welcome were recommended as 
helpful ways to move forward. There was support expressed for continuing these conversations at 
Executive Committee meetings. [This minute was recorded by Assistant Recording Clerk Lisa Cayard.]

16. Closing worship. Friends ended with a brief period of waiting worship.

Next Executive Committee Meeting: 2021-04-04 at 12noon via Zoom.
Ohio Valley Yearly Meeting: 2021-06-16 to 2021-06-20 via Zoom.
Friends General Conference Annual Gathering: 2021-06-27 to 2012-07-03 via Zoom.

APPENDED REPORTS

Youth Services Committee Report (See Minute 10.)

January 2021

submitted by Jason Swank

In the fall of 2020, the committee was struggling with the established expectations for the committee 
and job responsibilities for the secretary. Numerous discussions occurred within the context of the 
committee and with a broader circle of Friends. In an effort to focus on what we feel are the most critical
areas for youth programming, the committee resolved in early November to organize around three 
specific objectives. 

(1) We want consistent, compelling programming to be available to OVYM youth. The format and 
content of this programming may be somewhat broad, and the desire for intergenerational 
interaction should be considered. 

(2) We want to engage with the broader Quaker community around youth activities. A positive 
aspect of primarily virtual interactions is broader willingness and ability to broaden our 
interactions.
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(3) We want to engage with individuals and groups with OVYM connections- youth and families at
monthly meetings, other institutions- to ensure they are aware of and can help direct meaningful
youth interactions.

Each of these objectives lend themselves to qualitative and quantitative evaluation. We are presenting 
this report with these objectives in mind. [because there is now strong feeling within the committee that 
there is both progress and promise with our work]

Objective: Consistent & compelling youth programming
1. Nov 8 - A political healing circle- intended to be intergenerational. No youth attended, but was well 

attended by adults and considered fruitful.
2. Nov - Dec 20. Bi-weekly meeting with LFM and Louisville (Monthly Meeting & Friends School) 

youth. 30m format, 5-10 youth attending.
3. Second week of January, resumed LFM / Louisville youth meetings. Now meeting weekly. Held a 

feedback circle, and social justice and Quaker history were identified as areas of interest for the 
group.

4. Continuing through February.

Objective: Engagement with the broader community.
(1) There is a growing amount of collaboration occurring amongst youth workers associated with 

other yearly meetings, including regular discussions and peer feedback.
 The group planned for and facilitated “Quake that Rocked the Continent” on Dec 12
 Another Quake event is planned for Feb 20 and 21, coincident with Miami Quarterly meeting.
 The group is sharing what is being planned for various annual sessions.

(2) Kaia has been involved with a monthly workshop through Quaker Religious Education 
Collaborative.

Objective: Local engagement.
1. Kaia acted as a facilitator to Lexington youth. As a group, there seems to more interest in a social / 

group-driven dynamic, so the intent is to discontinue regular engagement.
2. Calls with all OVYM youth families in early/mid-December to check in, receive feedback.
3. Late January- calls to families in Lexington and Louisville.
4. A dormant relationship with Louisville Friends School has been rekindled. There has been 

significant involvement with OVYM bi-weekly sessions by youth from the school. There is some 
desire on the part of the directory to help create sustainable regional Quaker youth coordination- 
service and other types of activities.

Areas that the committee intends to take up in the coming months include planning around annual 
sessions and refinement of the youth secretary job description / expectations in order to begin 
recruitment. Additional involvement / support to the committee is very much desired.
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Religious Nurture and Education (See Minute 12.)
2/7/2021
submitted by Nikki Coffey Tousley

The committee met on January 9th. We continue to try to be in touch with local meetings, and heard 
reports on some conversations. There is an RNE member assigned to each meeting, though the 
committee has shrunk to 4 people so we are not as diligent as we would like to be in making contact. 

The committee sponsored a Front Porch Conversation on the issue of loneliness with Peter Hardy and 
Yoshi Togami of Lexington Friends on January 27 at 7:00 p.m. We have a scheduled retreat on March 27
with Rachel Ernst-Stahlhut on Outreach and Weaving a wider welcome, and will work with her to move 
the retreat online. More details to come. 
 
The committee is presenting a revision of its charge set out in the OVYM Handbook. When we 
reviewed the charge last fall, we felt it could better describe our work. The original description 
emphasized the religious education side of our work more than nurture, and we hope the changes are 
more balanced. The changes also include reducing the committee from an astronomical 12 to an 
aspirational 8 members.

The committee discussed ways to disseminate resources on technology issues to those meetings using 
Zoom or similar computer based systems. We plan to explore having a link under the Resource section 
of the OVYM web page to share information on technology issues as well as other spiritual issues, such 
as dealing with loneliness or outreach, which might support the work of monthly meetings. 

We have been in contact with a potential facilitator to give an introduction to Faith and Play sometime 
this spring or summer. We are also considering future programming on membership and conflict in 
meetings.

Nikki Coffey Tousley, Clerk RNE

Miami Quarter report. (See Minute 13.)
submitted by Peter Hardy

Since the Joint Miami and Whitewater Quarter meeting and the last executive committee meeting I have 
done little. As the 2nd month meeting of Miami Quarter is approaching I have resumed my visits to 
monthly meetings in Miami Quarter as a way to check in on the meeting and to announce the upcoming 
quarter. These visits have been made possible because all meetings are conducting their meeting for 
worship on line using zoom. This has been delightful work as without traveling I can drop in on 
meetings, enjoy worshiping with them and say hello to many Friends. I am working with Community 
Friends who will host the 2nd month meeting and also Louisville Friends who will provide an adult 
religious education program during the session. We hope during the session also to select stewards of 
Miami Quarter meeting. 
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Executive Committee of Ohio Valley Yearly Meeting
Fourth Month 3, 2021, 12:00noon

Meeting for Business via Zoom

1. Opening worship. Friends gathered at the appointed time and entered into a period of waiting 
worship.

2. Roll call. The Recording Clerk called the roll of Yearly Meeting officers and administrators, 
Committee Clerks, Quarterly and Monthly Meeting Representatives, and Yearly Meeting staff:

Yearly Meeting officers and administrators
Presiding Clerk: Martha Viehmann
Assistant Presiding Clerk: Rachel Ernst-Stahlhut
Recording Clerk: Rex Sprouse 
Assistant Recording Clerk: Lisa Cayard 
Treasurer: Wilson Palmer 
Assistant Treasurer: (office vacant)

Committee Clerks (or representative)
Auditing: (not present)
Braddock Fund: Stephen Angell
Budget & Finance: Stephen Angell
Children’s: Susan Hyde
Development: Betsy Neale
Earthcare: Carol Simmons
Faith & Practice: Rex Sprouse
Nominating: Richard Mitchell
Peace & Social Concerns: Carol Simmons 
Personnel: Stephen Angell
Records: Susan Hyde
Religious Nurture & Education: Nikki Coffey Tousley
Yearly Meeting Planning: Carol Simmons 
Young Adult Friends: (not present)
Youth Services: Jason Swank

Quarterly Meeting Clerks
Miami: Peter Hardy
Whitewater: (Terre Holada sent regrets)

Monthly Meeting representatives
Bloomington: Elizabeth Terney
Campus: (Patricia Thomas sent regrets)
Clear Creek: (Cathy Habschmidt sent regrets)
Community: Deborah Jordan, Eric Wolff
Dayton: Nikki Coffey Tousley
Eastern Hills: Wilson Palmer
Fall Creek: Daniel Day
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Fort Wayne: Fred Feitler
Lafayette: (not present)
Lexington: Richard Mitchell. Betsy Neale
Louisville: Cindi Goslee
Miami: (not present)
North Meadow: Dinah Duvall
Oxford: Cecile Shore
White Rose: (not present)
Yellow Springs: Carol Simmons, Susan Hyde

Yearly Meeting staff
Administrative Secretary: Deborah Jordan
Youth Secretary: Kaia Jackson 

Support volunteers
Website Administrator: Daniel Day
Statistician: (office vacant)
Sexual Misconduct Task Force: Betsy Neale
Visitors: Susan Lee Barton (Clear Creek), Ben Griffith (Lexington), Evelyn Harper (Fall Creek), Bill 
Heilbron (Lexington), Gail Koehler (Lexington), Anne Hutchinson (Eastern Hills).

3. Remembering Paul Kriese. Friends entered into a period of worshipful thanksgiving for the life of 
Paul Kriese, who had passed from this life on Third Month 6, 2021. Friends reflected on Paul’s decades 
of faithful service to the Religious Society of Friends and his tireless work for social justice.

4. Treasurer’s report. Wilson Palmer presented the report, a written version of which is appended to 
these minutes. Friends accepted the report. 

5. Braddock Fund Committee report. Stephen Angell presented the report, highlighting the recent 
grant of $3000 to Cathy Roma to support her project working with the men’s choir at the Marion 
Correctional Institution. This will be a prison arts project (songs, poetry, and spoken word pieces), and it
will be entitled "Louder Together." The participants plan to stitch together a powerful visual album. 
Friends accepted the report.

6. Ad Hoc Hiring Committee for Administrative Assistant. Deborah Jordan had announced that she 
felt that the time had come for her to be released from service as Administrative Secretary. Martha 
Viehmann thanked Deborah Jordan for her many years of faithful service in this role. Martha reminded 
Friends that the Yearly Meeting Handbook states that the Presiding Clerk, the Assistant Clerk, the 
Treasurer, and one member-at-large should serve as an ad hoc Hiring Committee for a new 
Administrative Assistant, as the position is now to be known. Friends approved Dinah Duvall as the 
member-at large. Friends approved a description of the position for dissemination, which is appended to 
these minutes. Friends approved revising the Yearly Meeting Handbook to bring it into conformity with 
the language of the approved job announcement.

7. Religious Nurture and Education Committee report. Nikki Coffey Tousley presented the report, 
the full written version of which is appended to these minutes. Nikki highlighted recent Front Porch 
Conversations and the previous weekend’s Yearly Meeting Retreat. Friends approved donating the $400 
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deposit that had been made to Quaker Hill for the recent Yearly Meeting Retreat, which had been held 
online due to the COVID-19 pandemic.

8. Nominations to be approved by Executive Committee. Friends approved Rick Boyce to represent 
Eastern Hills on Nominating Committee. Rick will complete Rhonda Pfaltzgraff-Carlson’s term, which 
will end at the rise of Annual Sessions in 2023. Dinah Duvall’s current term on Personnel Committee 
would end at the end of Annual Session in 2021. Friends approved the nomination of Dinah Duvall to 
serve a second term on Personnel Committee, to end at the end of Annual Sessions in 2023. 

9. Nominating Committee. Nominating Committee currently has no Committee Clerk. Richard 
Mitchell reported that he had recently convened a meeting of Nominating Committee, a written 
summary of which would be prepared and appended to these minutes. Friends approved the nomination 
of Rick Boyce to write the Epistle Summary for 2021 Annual Sessions.

10. Planning Committee report. Carol Simmons presented the report, highlighting the plan for Carl 
Magruder to offer a plenary address during the 2021 Annual Sessions, as well as other activities and 
events the Committee is planning. 

11. Youth Services Committee charge. Friends approved a revision of the Yearly Meeting Handbook 
such that the Teen Activities Committee would now be known as the Youth Services Committee. The 
number of adult members of this Committee is reduced from nine to six. Friends felt comfortable 
allowing the Youth Services Committee to make additional editorial revisions reflecting the charge of 
the Committee to provide activities for both Teens and Middle Youth. 

12. Continuing conversation on race. Friends entered into a discussion of the recent Front Porch 
discussion and the recent Yearly Meeting Retreat on Welcoming, with a special concern for 
considerations of race. Friends thanked Rachel Ernst-Stahlhut for her faithfulness in leading the Retreat. 
Friends shared a variety of responses and reflections, including the insight that welcoming is much more
than simply greeting newcomers at the door.

13. Youth Services Committee report. Jason Swank presented the report, which included proposed 
updates to the Yearly Meeting Handbook description of the position of Youth Secretary and a draft of the
job announcement for the position of Youth Secretary. Friends approved the proposed updates to the 
Yearly Meeting Handbook. Friends shared suggestions for revising the job announcement and felt 
comfortable with Youth Services Committee discerning and disseminating the final wording. Jason and 
the Presiding Clerk agreed that they would seek to schedule a Front Porch Conversation about youth in 
the Yearly Meeting for Fifth Month. Friends accepted the report.

14. Closing worship. Friends concluded with a period of waiting worship.

Announcements: 
Whitewater Quarter meets 4/18/21. State of Meeting Reports are due in preparation for that meeting. 
Front Porch with OVYM Earthcare 7pm Weds. 4/21.
Miami Quarter meets 5/16/21. State of Meeting reports are due in preparation for that meeting.
Reports in Advance are due by 5/15 (or sooner). This includes Memorial Minutes. 
Directory information due by 5/15.
The next Executive Committee meeting is scheduled for 2021-08-28 at 12noon.
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APPENDED REPORTS AND NOTES

Treasurer’s report (See Minute 4).

We are 3/4 through our fiscal year and have received over 3/4 of the revenue we hope to collect from our
constituent Meetings. Thank you so much for your continued support. There have been no unusual 
expenses to report and our invested resources are performing at a high level. I do not anticipate any 
more invoices from the Faith and Practice committee for printing expenses. The Braddock fund 
committee again this year is active in their support of prison ministry.

Job Announcement for Administrative Assistant (See Minute 6.)
OVYM Administrative Assistant—part-time, hourly position

PURPOSE: To perform clerical and administrative support for OVYM officers, representatives, 
committees, and volunteer administrators. To support communication within the yearly meeting. 

EXPECTATIONS: This position requires a total of approximately 350 hours annually, with more work 
during some weeks (when preparing for annual sessions in May and attending this meeting in June, for 
example). Anticipate an average of 6.5 to 7 hours per week. The Administrative Assistant is expected to 
work from home (or in donated office space) and may submit reimbursement for travel expenses when 
travel is required. 

RESPONSIBILITIES: 
General: 
• Establish and maintain a Yearly Meeting office either at home or in a donated space which may 

be a Meetinghouse. 
• Maintain OVYM files, both electronic and hard copies. 
• Manage OVYM correspondence. Create, receive, and appropriately distribute mail (email 

and hard copy) to officers, representatives, committee clerks, and volunteer administrators, 
and manage other routine correspondence. 

• Maintain the OVYM data base compiled from Monthly Meeting member and attender lists. 
Maintain email distribution lists for the use of OVYM clerks, treasurers, committees, and the 
Quaker Quill editor. 

• Website, Facebook, Newsletter Tasks: 
• Create and post calendar items to the OVYM website Events Page and submit other updates 
to the OVYM website administrator. 
• Update the OVYM handbook and ensure the most recent version is posted to the OVYM 
website, and, as needed, produce and distribute paper copies. 

• Manage OVYM’s social media presence (Facebook). 
• Assist the OVYM newsletter editor to edit, produce, and distribute the Quaker Quill via 

email and mail. Take on all functions when there is no editor. 
Annual Sessions: 

• Solicit annual updates from Monthly Meetings and generate a printed directory from the 
OVYM database for distribution at OVYM annual sessions. 

• Assist the publications coordinator as required with compiling Advance Reports and the 
Minute Book. 
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• Collect reports and documents from monthly meetings, including State of Society 
Reports, Statistical Reports, and Memorial Minutes and disseminate as appropriate. 
Collect epistles from other Yearly Meetings and transmit to the person who summarizes 
them for an Annual Sessions report. Distribute our epistles after Annual Sessions. 

• Attendance at OVYM annual sessions. Set up documents table for business sessions, 
distribute printed or online Reports in Advance and Directories. Assist as needed with 
other setting up and Business Meeting details. 

Executive Committee: 
• Assist Presiding Clerk and others in preparing agenda, collecting reports for Executive 

Committee meetings. 
• Schedule meetings (at Earlham, on Zoom, or confirm with host Monthly Meetings).

• Assist OVYM clerks and committees by maintaining email lists for Executive Committee, 
distributing minutes, and distributing materials for virtual meetings. • Attend Executive 
Committee Meetings. 

QUALIFICATIONS: 
• Basic computer skills including word processing; experience with data bases, spread sheets, web 

publishing, email communications, and Facebook. Experience with or ability to quickly learn to 
use Mail Chimp and to update events on our website. 

• Ability to work independently. Organized, self-motivated, and attentive to details. 
• Excellent interpersonal skills and willingness to reach out to Friends via email or phone as 

needed. Ability to adapt to the variety of communication styles of a changing roster of 
volunteer leaders. 

• Knowledgeable about the Religious Society of Friends and Quaker practices and 
organizational structure. Knowledge of OVYM and membership in the Society is preferred. 

REQUIREMENTS: 
 Personal transportation 
 Computer equipment and internet access 
 Weekend availability to travel to quarterly Executive Committee meetings and Annual Sessions 

COMPENSATION: 
 $500 per month, with step increases after one and two years of service, followed by annual cost 

of living adjustments applied on July 1. 

SUPERVISION:
 Presiding Clerk supervises this position.
 Support Committee is highly recommended.
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Religious Nurture and Education – Report to Executive Committee (See Minute 7.)
4/3/2021

The committee met three times since our last executive committee meeting. We continue to try to be in 
touch with local meetings, and heard reports on some conversations. We were happy to welcome Buck 
Bunner onto the committee.

The committee sponsored a Front Porch Conversation on anti-racism with Princess Nelson and Connie 
McFeely of Lexington Friends in February and held an online retreat on March 26-7 with Rachel Ernst-
Stahlhut on Outreach and Weaving a wider welcome. We felt these were a good beginning, but 
recognize the need for processing and further discussion. We are planning a workshop during OVYM 
sessions on the balance of listening to new voices and maintaining our tradition. 

We will also sponsor a Front Porch Discussion on 4/21 with the EarthCare committee of OVYM. 
Information below.

We had already given Quaker Hill a deposit for this spring retreat last year, before the epidemic became 
widespread in the US. We have a $400 deposit already paid which they would honor for a future event. 
The committee would like to suggest we give that deposit to Quaker Hill, as we did with our Earlham 
deposit last year. They have also been in difficult financial circumstances due to the epidemic. 

Regeneration: Reknitting the Unraveling Fabric of Life
Wed., April 21, 7:00-8:30

A Zoom discussion sponsored by Ohio Valley Quaker Earthcare Witness

Regeneration is an approach to land care of all kinds, such as gardening,
farming, animal grazing and yard care, that emphasizes leaving the soil and
ecological community richer than we find it. Native plant and animal diversity is
cultivated. Topsoil is deepened, which sequesters atmospheric carbon dioxide,
along with other benefits. This approach is spreading around the world, often
subsidized for it’s potential to help reverse climate disruption. It includes the
joyful experience of being a contributing member of the Earth community,
joining with the harmonious patterns of Creation which permeate and sustain
life. These qualities are very evident in the recent film “Kiss the Ground”.

We will view an inspiring 36 minute film by film-maker/soil scientist John Liu,
showing land and community-healing work in four countries. This will be
followed by discussion, facilitated by queries inviting us to consider regenerative
approaches in our own lives at home and with fellow meeting members.
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Ohio Valley Yearly Meeting Nominating Committee (See Minute 9.)

Notes 4/2/21

Present: Rick Boyce (Eastern Hills), Paul Buckley (Community), Elaine Emmi (Bloomington), Richard
Mitchell (Lexington). Richard convened and moderated this Meeting.

Absent: Steve Angell (Oxford – was available at other times), Phyllis Tonne (Dayton – planned to 
come, but had a family emergency), Jane Stowe (Clear Creek – too short notice to schedule it).

Richard had promised OVYM Executive Committee that he would convene a meeting of this Committee
to discuss a new Clerk or Clerks for this Committee in the wake of Clerk Rhonda Pfaltzgraff-Carlson's 
resignation. Rhonda will be pursuing other leadings. 

Richard apologized for his procrastination that led to very short notice. He was pleased that six of the 
seven members responded. By flipping a coin, he chose one of two times when five of us indicated via a 
Doodle poll that they could be present. We planned to meet for no more than an hour and discuss only 
two items: 1) identifying a Clerk or Clerks for this committee and 2) Nomination of a Friend to prepare 
the Summary of Epistles received. 

Richard welcomed Rick who is returning to Committee as his Meeting’s replacement for Rhonda. 

Elaine will check to see if her Meeting has named another Friend as representative to this Committee. 

A Friend reminded us that the Youth Services Committee needs members and needs to be a high priority 
for this Committee. 

One Friend observed that given the decreased size of our Yearly Meeting, we should consider 
nominating fewer Committees (perhaps by consolidating some Committees) and consider decreasing the
size of Committees. This was met with nods of agreement, but we did not continue this discussion. 
Richard suggested that we pursue this matter after this year’s Yearly Meeting (YM) Sessions. 

Discussion of New Clerk or Clerks. So far no Nominating Committee (NC) member has offered to 
Clerk. YM Clerk Martha Viehmann had suggested that we consider 1) Co-Clerks and 2) that the 
clerkship might rotate among NC members. 

Richard was concerned that someone needed to make sure that we were following an overarching plan 
for our work and that timely follow-up occurred. He doubted these tasks could be easily achieved by 
rotating Clerks. He preferred co-clerks. He offered to be one of the Co-Clerks, if someone else would 
agree to take notes of our decisions and help us keep track of tasks that are in progress. A Friend offered 
to be such a note taker.

Richard asked if anyone present was willing to be serve as the other Co-Clerk. No one was willing. 
Richard suggested that we ask the same questions of the full NC. If we still cannot find a Co-Clerk 
perhaps we could recruit one from outside the NC. 
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Another Friend suggested a method that might redistribute the work of the NC and therefore make it 
more likely that someone would accept the job of Clerk. This Friend noted that since most of our 
officers are continuing, our work is simpler than in some years. Our task is mostly to fill slots on YM 
committees where members’ terms have expired or the slot is otherwise unfilled. This Friend suggested 
that we assign each member of the NC to have oversight over nominations to a single YM committee. It 
will be the NC member’s task to identify, with the help of the full NC, suitable candidates and ask them 
to serve. 

Those present liked this combination of ideas. Namely, a single Clerk with a note-takers helper and each
NC member having oversight over nominations for one of our YM committees. We agreed to discuss 
this combination of ideas at the next NC meeting at which we hope most of the NC will be present. 

Nomination – Preparation of the Summary of Epistles Received. We learned the Rick enjoyed doing 
this task last year. Others noted that he had done it well. We agreed to recommend that Rick Boyce be 
nominated for this task. 

Next Meeting. Richard will circulate a Doodle poll asking NC members to check ALL times and dates 
at which they can be present at a ZOOM meeting starting 10 days from 4/2. We will meet on the date 
that works for the largest number of NC members. 

submitted by Richard Mitchell, Convener
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State of the Meeting Reports

BLOOMINGTON FRIENDS MEETING

This was a troubled year full of anxieties and stress. Workers lost their jobs, families struggled to care 
for their children, homelessness increased, and people lived in the shadow of a pandemic. Festering 
issues such as racism and political division came to the surface. In Bloomington, we were touched by 
these national disasters and it is in this context that we write the State of the Meeting report. We have 
been truly challenged to be mindful of the Inward Light, to cherish our Quaker community; and to reach 
out to others in need. 

Given the restrictions imposed by the pandemic, we vacated our Meetinghouse in mid-March. It was a 
sad turn of events since we had celebrated a return to our renovated Meetinghouse only eight months 
previously. Within two weeks, however, the Meeting community was connected over the internet 
through Zoom and other networks. While Friends missed worshiping in the meeting room and 
socializing in the wonderful fellowship space, many found a surprising intimacy meeting over the 
internet. Perhaps we are more flexible than we realized and can carry this lesson into the future.

We continue with our usual practice of hymn-singing before the Meeting for Worship and welcome 
newcomers and share news after. We also schedule query discussions and business meetings regularly; 
and a mid-week meeting for worship. These traditional practices help anchor faith and community in 
uncertain times. Sadly, some of our members without internet connectivity cannot attend. This is an 
ongoing concern. At the same time, we gladly welcome newcomers or old Friends located at a distance.
 
The Pastoral Care committee has been particularly active keeping us in touch with Friends who are sick, 
lonely, and disheartened. The community holds them in the Light, telephones, e-mails, and sends cards. 
Some Friends have been able to visit and minister at a distance, even through windows. Ministry and 
Council addressed the danger of losing touch and organized small groups to encourage deeper 
connections. These have included worship sharing groups, a book discussion group, and a "walking in 
the park" group that met – masked and socially distanced – to enjoy fresh air, exercise, and conversation.
In the fall, some Friends met one evening in the Meeting grounds around a camp fire with singing and 
s'mores. It was a fun time! Our annual Evening of the Arts was held virtually. It was enjoyable to 
celebrate our creativity, although we missed the sociability that usually accompanies such occasions. 
 
First Day school has been unable to meet. We miss the children who enrich our lives in so many ways. 
The Religious Education committee has kept in touch with parents and left school supplies and snacks 
by front doors. Also, looking to the future, a fenced playground has been laid out and a new playset and 
sandbox await the return of children. This was part of a landscaping project made necessary after the 
completion of the construction work on the Meetinghouse.

We have continued to demonstrate faith in action both through the work of the Peace, Earthcare and 
Social Concerns Committee and the responses of individual Friends. Shoes, blankets, and warm clothes 
have been delivered to homeless shelters. We have scheduled workshops on systemic racism, hosted a 
presentation about Quaker Earthcare Witness, joined in peace demonstrations, and supported Braver 
Angels, a national organization dedicated to reducing political polarization. In August, we approved a 
Minute encouraging abolition of nuclear weapons, lower military budgets, and the restoration of 
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international agreements that promote shared security. It was distributed to our political representatives 
and Quaker organizations, and a summary was published in our local newspaper. Our support for 
Earthcare Witness, the Citizens Climate lobby and other organizations promoting sustainability 
continues.

Zoom has opened other doors. For example, such is the case for those who attend Pendle Hill workshops
and gather for worship with Friends in organizations such as FCNL, FWCC, and FGC. We have also 
participated in the work of the quarterly and yearly meetings.

We are, indeed, blessed to have members and attenders who keep us in touch. In the past year, so many 
of our interactions have depended on them: facilitating Zoom; transmitting messages over e-mail; 
editing and circulating the monthly newsletter; making our website informative and accessible. We 
joyfully welcomed into membership, Elizabeth Terney, who took over the role of website coordinator, 
one of several gifts she has brought to the meeting. We are saddened by the passing of Malu Pinecrone, 
an attender who had been a valued member of the Pastoral Care Committee.

Over the year, we have paused to ask, reflect and question: how are we doing in these difficult times? 
are we guided by the Light within? do we adequately attend to the needs of others? We have been 
reminded that community is as much about people as it is about place; of the need to remain open and 
adaptable; to be sensitive to the needs of others who may already be overwhelmed by daily life 
problems. We have been reminded how fellowship sustains us, however it is expressed. We are finding 
that discernment means coming to terms with uncertainty and sometimes arriving at unexpected 
outcomes. One Friend remarked tellingly: "the pandemic has taught us a lot about being human and 
being a Quaker."

CAMPUS FRIENDS MEETING

Though our attendance on Sunday morning remains small, Campus Friends continue to be nurtured by 
the power of the Spirit breaking through the silence of expectant waiting worship. Because several of 
our founding members live in the Cape May Retirement community, we established the Cape May 
Friends Meeting worship group which gathers in the Multi-Purpose Room on the second and fourth 
Tuesday of every month. The CMFM worship group circle ranges in size from ten to twenty and 
expanded to over 30 residents and family members for a Christmas Eve service under our care. On 
October 26, 2019 we joyously celebrated our first anniversary.

Each first Sunday Campus Friends share a fellowship meal in the home of one of our members. This 
year we also gathered in the small dining room at Cape May for Sunday dinner which enabled all CFM 
members who live at Cape May to attend. Eric Guindon, a member of CFM, spoke about the work of the
Clinton County Youth Council (CCYC) which he serves as director. Plans are currently afoot for a 
spring fellowship meal at Cape May.

In addition to a half-day retreat at Quaker Knoll Camp with Eastern Hills Friends, our two meetings 
gathered in December for worship followed by a discussion on the joys and challenges of membership in
two yearly meetings (Wilmington and Ohio Valley) before fellowship around the dinner table. Eastern 
Hills Friends served as hosts.
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2020 Queries (WYM):

1. How does the use of WYM’s queries promote the spiritual life of your meeting and the 
individuals within it? It is our practice for the Greeter-Breaker Friend to select and read a query during 
worship usually near the beginning of worship. We have heard and shared messages which arise from 
the query.

2. In your study of the Bible, are you directed toward mercy and justice? How does the hope for 
mercy, justice and humility influence your study of scriptures? Campus Friends Meeting does not 
hold Sunday School or Bible Study. Vocal ministry is often concerned with the challenge we face to 
bring justice to ‘the least of these’. Individual Friends are actively involved in community work for 
peace and justice which arises from an acknowledgment of the Light that resides within all of us. 

3. How do you tell yourselves the stories of the Quaker saints who have been excited to live godly 
lives and who have practiced justice and mercy? We held a memorial meeting for worship for our 
Friend Larry Gara whose lifetime of writing, teaching and public witness spoke to the deep longing 
within all of us for a more peaceful, justice-filled world. Larry reminded us all that peace can and indeed
does “begin with me”.

CLEAR CREEK FRIENDS MEETING

We have weathered the pandemic fairly well and the Meeting has remained largely intact. All have 
shown a readiness to cooperate in a Spirit of goodwill with the many needed adjustments. 

When the lock-down in March was ordered, the Meeting began meeting for worship via Zoom. During 
the summer, we decided to meet outside, taking care to observe social distancing. Having listened to the 
concerns of each other and wanting to ensure that everyone's needs for spiritual connection, health, and 
safety were met, we arranged hybrid worship. We have been able to meet the changing conditions to 
continue to have meaningful worship experiences and were glad our hybrid approach seemed to work 
well for many. Beginning in early fall, we met inside through December, but with the surge in cases 
because of the holidays, we began the new year by returning to meeting for worship only by Zoom.

One welcome result of worship on Zoom was that a number of distant members and attenders were able 
to worship with us. 

The use of technology allowed us to continue all of our after-worship activities, except for in person 
fellowship which was dearly missed. We tried new and creative ways to worship and grow spiritually 
together. To facilitate group discussions, the Adult Education committee used Quaker Speak videos that 
focused on discovering and using spiritual gifts in the Meeting. The Peace and Social Concerns 
committee sponsored three Movie Nights on environmental themes, and the subsequent discussions 
highlighted our concerns for Earth care. The book group and other committees also continued to meet 
via Zoom. 

As part of the increased focus on racism in America after the George Floyd murder by police, an anti-
racism group started meeting about twice a month on Zoom. The group began with four workshops 
called, "Radical Acting in Faith for White People," provided by the American Friends Service 
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Committee website. They have also been doing role plays and sharing openly and honestly their 
struggles and successes as they strive to be anti-racist allies. 

While we were unable to do our annual solstice Labyrinth walk in the meeting house, the substitution of 
sharing winter-themed poems was enjoyed by many. 

During 2020, we welcomed one new and one returning member. A baby girl has also joined our 
community. Sadly, one of our members, Barbara Diehl, and one of our long-term attenders, Peter Stowe,
passed away. 

Because of the detrimental effects the pandemic was having on many of our fellow citizens and those 
abroad, the Meeting was led to make some special non-budgeted contributions to organizations helping 
with relief. 

The Meeting has been blessed by all involved who have remained faithful during the many obstacles 
caused by this deeply disruptive pandemic.

COMMUNITY FRIENDS MEETING

The past year has of course been like no other in the life of our meeting. We have had to create new 
practices and new ways of maintaining connections with one another. We have found ways to support 
one another through a year of the pandemic, political divisions, climate disasters, racial injustice, and 
personal struggles. We will all be forever changed. 

We have been holding meeting for worship through Zoom since March. Although this format has not 
met the needs of everyone, we are grateful to have this virtual opportunity to continue to worship 
together and maintain our spiritual connections. There has been consistent attendance of between 25 and
30 Friends each week, sometimes including visitation from other meetings and distant members from 
around the world. We have had several new attenders join us at virtual worship! Vocal ministry has often
been spirit-led and powerful. The practice of some members beginning worship early and holding the 
meeting in the Light has been helpful. We've experienced some struggles with technology, and personal 
struggles related to isolation and missing being together in person. A small group of Friends did meet in 
person on the meetinghouse grounds on Sunday afternoons when the weather allowed. We've developed 
a practice of having virtual potluck lunches on first Sundays, with break-out groups to encourage more 
personal sharing and fellowship. 

Our Fall Renewal was held virtually in September, facilitated by Deborah Shaw, with the theme of 
"Transforming our Hearts; Transforming the World." We shared our sense that the pandemic has given 
us time to slow down and appreciate family, home, and the natural world. It has also laid bare the 
inequality and injustice in our world, and motivated us to take action against systemic racism. We have 
been shaken out of a sense of complacency, and we sense that spirit is rising up in this upheaval. There 
is an underlying hopefulness in this opportunity for transformation, along with feeling a responsibility to
work for change. We are grounding ourselves in the turning of the seasons, the cycles of sun and moon, 
and the wisdom of the trees. We understand more clearly that we are bound together, and interconnected 
with all creation. 
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In late October, the clerk of our meeting informed us that he was withdrawing his membership in the 
meeting. His leadership in the meeting had been very important during the challenges of the pandemic, 
so his decision left us suddenly with many tasks and responsibilities to fill. We were grateful that so 
many Friends stepped up to take on responsibilities in the meeting, including the assistant clerk now 
filling the clerk's role, and a gifted volunteer to serve as newsletter editor. We are rotating responsibility 
for hosting Zoom meetings for worship each month. 

During the spring and summer, we provided monthly First Day School classes by Zoom. However, the 
families soon grew weary of spending time online with children, and so we offered a few opportunities 
for children and families to get together safely outdoors, including a walk at Cincinnati Nature Center to 
see the holiday lights. For our annual Christmas program, we held a virtual Talent Show where Friends 
young and old shared music, dancing, poetry, jokes, and stories. It was a special joy to see the children 
dancing and playing instruments! 

Our meeting has several ongoing ministries that are continuing faithfully. We are part of a Sanctuary 
Coalition that is supporting a refugee family from Congo, and many Friends continue to provide a 
monthly home-cooked meal to formerly homeless individuals at Tender Mercies. We have a committed 
FCNL lobbying group that reaches out to elected representatives to share Friends' concerns for political 
action. We are supporting two members who are faithfully following their call to ministry, one through 
writing and teaching about Quakers, and the other through sharing her music ministry widely. 

We have had several "Inreach" groups for spiritual deepening and fellowship, including book study 
groups and a weekly opportunity for worship sharing. One group is reading the book "How to Be an 
Anti-Racist" by Ibram X. Kendi, and meeting bi-weekly to discuss our new understandings. In these 
times, we feel an urgent call to acknowledge and respond to the systemic racism rooted so deeply in 
American history. 

Through all these changes and challenges, Community Friends have felt accompanied and lifted up by 
that which is eternal. We are grateful for the connections, the support, and the fellowship that continue 
among us. Though we may be worshiping in our own homes, we know that we are always connected in 
the spirit of abiding love. 

DAYTON FRIENDS MEETING

Dayton Friends Meeting is a quiet and reverent spiritual home where worship is deep and vocal ministry
follows the basic principles of Quaker worship. 

We began 2020 worshipping together at the meetinghouse. We quickly moved to hybrid meetings online 
after the Coronavirus pandemic started to spread and it was no longer safe to meet in person. We made 
efforts to find ways to meet everyone's worship needs with a few meeting in person connected to the 
larger group online. We found it was hard to get to know and welcome new people, but had several 
guests and attenders join us over the year. In the beginning of the pandemic, we had virtual Wednesday 
lunchtime check-ins to provide support for each other and keep in touch. We later laid down these 
midweek meetings.

Over time, we have discovered an especially important part of worship is the invitation to share a need 
or speak of the needs of others 10 minutes or so before the end of worship. It allows us to continue to 
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support each other and demonstrate the care we have for others. We have found ways to pay attention to 
members and attenders with special needs; to remain inclusive in our work with people; and to improve 
the quality of our worship hour at the same time. We miss social time after meeting for worship, which 
was hard for us to do online. We also miss other meeting activities such as potluck lunches, and certain 
Second Hour Discussions that should be done face-to-face. We also put our meeting retreat on hold. 

Second Hour Discussions we have held on Zoom have allowed us to continue to grow spiritually. After 
attending Pendle Hill, one of our members presented a Second Hour Discussion on Clearness 
Committees. The meeting has held two clearness committees to provide help in discernment around 
career decisions. In addition, we formed three clearness committees for membership. We invited Karen 
Tibbals from Rahway, Meeting in Washington, NJ and ESR to lead a discussion on her Friends Journal 
article, "Looking for 'That of God' even in people we don't like." We joined in with the Ohio Valley 
Yearly Meeting Discussion on Racism. The results of that discussion have convinced us to go ahead and 
schedule a book discussion on Racism. We have held two other book discussions: one about Hiroshima, 
another on Timothy Snyder's acclaimed book On Tyranny. Tim grew up in our monthly meeting.
 
We believe we uphold our spiritual life and meet our testimonies very well. We held a Called Meeting 
regarding fair voting. As a result, we sent a letter to the Ohio Secretary of State complimenting him on 
his role and actions regarding fair voting. Our Peace and Social Concerns Committee has helped our 
meeting link into a local organization, The Crossover Community Development Organization, which 
helps immigrants get settled in Dayton. The clerk of the Peace and Social Concerns Committee serves as
a liaison. From clothing and shoes to beds and other furniture, it truly teaches us to see ''that of God" in 
everyone. We support a neighborhood organization by letting them use our space for a legal clinic for 
immigrants. 

Our meeting is growing. On average seventeen attend each week, which is up from last year. About 
thirteen people attend on-line, with others meeting in person and connected by Zoom. We welcomed two
new members and a third request is in progress. The lack of children in the meetinghouse saddens us, 
but over the summer our two children completed a cheerful mural in our side yard. We expect at least 
three children in our First Day School once we are able to meet in person! Despite problems, we feel 
strengthened. The earnestness of our members in centering makes meeting a positive experience.

EASTERN HILLS FRIENDS MEETING

The State of our meeting reflects the state of our members. In these trying times, we've seen ourselves as
the object of Matthew 25: Which of us has not felt poor in spirit? Hungry for community? In the prison 
of our houses or feeling bound by masks? If compassion means to “suffer with,” we have had many 
opportunities to minister to each other. We put much effort into connecting with each other, being patient
and kind in balancing the differences of technology expertise and risk tolerance. Every member and 
regular attender has been called to check on their physical, emotional and spiritual condition. One Friend
who used to offer one suggestion for spiritual practice in our monthly newsletter has now increased that 
to twice monthly. When it was pleasant outside, back yard and deck gatherings brought small groups 
together. We call and email each other. One couple visited local members' homes delivering Christmas 
greetings and small bags of sweets and homemade face masks. 

All of our committees have remained active but function remotely. There and in our weekly Zoom 
Meetings for Worship we see, speak, and sit with each other. Our meetinghouse receives attention and 
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our grounds beautify our neighborhood while using native plants and environmental sensitivity. There, 
too, we can safely be with a few others and enjoy working together. Ministry and Counsel Committee 
and individual Friends have tried various ideas to keep the spirit of community alive. 

We miss members that do not participate in our Zoom meetings but benefit from the regular presence of 
previously distant Friends. We have attempted hybrid Meetings for Worship with 5 or 6 people in the 
meetinghouse parking lot while connected to the Zoom meeting. We had a little more success with fewer
than 10 people inside the meetinghouse for hybrid meetings this fall. We have done some second hour 
programs on-line and this has been another way to reconnect with each other. We pray for patience as we
navigate this new mode of interaction. While some are feeling spiritually fulfilled and connected to 
others in spite of not being able to worship in person, there are some of us who are feeling a spiritual 
hunger that cannot be fully fed until we are able to worship together in person again.

Our compassion has also extended to the wider community. We miss not being able to serve and eat 
lunch with the struggling folks at Jimmy Heath House each month. We are grateful to have enough 
resources to make extra donations this year to the Freestore Foodbank and the homeless at the 
Shelterhouse Drop In Center. We've continued our ministries to a women's hospital in Haiti. We have 
continued supporting the Appalachian diaspora here in Cincinnati. Letters are still being written under 
the guidance of FCNL. Greater Anderson Promotes Peace and the Martin Luther King Coalition 
continue to receive our financial support and the active participation of some of our members. 

We are feeling grateful that many Friends have still felt a connection to our community during these 
challenging times. It has helped them during the isolation. We hope these lessons in compassion will 
help us reach out to those in the world who act and believe in ways we do not yet comprehend.

FALL CREEK FRIENDS MEETING

Spirit has led us all in such an unexpected path this year, out of our control completely. The Corona 
Virus Pandemic surely is under the watch of God, but its purpose is beyond our understanding. We have 
obeyed. We tried to continue meeting last March for a short while, aided by the openness of our 
meetinghouse, but we soon all retreated to our homes. We never tried to meet on Zoom, but each 
participated on Zoom with other Meetings as led. Several of us attended Yearly Meeting on Zoom.

The only event of note was an intense conflict we found ourselves in with a well-liked long attender, 
who seemed to have come under the influence of Mr. Trump's uninhibited name-calling of enemies, with
unthoughtful, disrespectful behavior on social media. It felt important for us to not ignore this as he did 
explicitly identify with us on social media. We even met in our Meetinghouse to discuss in person how 
his behavior did not reflect Quaker beliefs and practices as stated in our Faith and Practice, and still he 
persisted in his public path. Finally, we asked him to take a leave of absence from us for at least six 
months and that he has done. 

We met Christmas eve for worship together, with masks, and have continued since then to try to meet on
First Days as any felt able. We've met several times for our once-a-month afternoon worship, with masks
and social distance, and that has brought us joy to see dear Friends who we see too seldom. Now that we
are almost-all inoculated, we are beginning to come out of our shelters and more of us meet for worship 
more often. 
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We might have done better keeping in touch with each other through this difficult year. Now we are 
awakening like the flowers of spring and we hope we will do better as a community to strengthen each 
other.

FORT WAYNE FRIENDS MEETING

What an unusual and difficult time we have gone through and survived. The six members of Fort Wayne 
Friends Meeting and Ohio Valley Yearly Meeting have kept in touch and met by Zoom at the beginning 
of the Covid-19 pandemic later shifting to in person meetings at our room in Plymouth Congregational 
Church in Fort Wayne. 

We are pleased to have guests, new to Quakers and our ways of worship, as well as an occasional friend 
or family member. While we have not had children with us, we have had as many as ten adults 
worshiping together. We are happy to welcome spring, vaccinations, warmer weather and the hope of a 
healthier world.

We have had participants in OVYM Executive Committee meetings and Whitewater Quarter meetings 
where Terre Holada has served as Recording Clerk, and Clerk, respectively. We hope to participate in 
OVYM Annual Sessions and perhaps FGC's Gathering by Zoom.

In our adult education programs have discussed the book, How to Be an Anti-Racist by Kendi, and 
books by Phil Gulley. We participated with Plymouth Church for Just Neighbors, a homeless shelter, 
where we provide meals a few times a year and Christmas gifts for a family there, and continue to view 
and discuss QuakerSpeak videos. Phil Gulley has enlightened us with his positions that we are all God's 
children and while Jesus was his messenger, we are all children of God including animals, birds, fish, 
plants which share the earth with us. 

We try to love all, including those with whom we disagree. We are concerned when people discriminate 
based on religion, skin color, or national background. We admire Christ, who helped the poor, the sick, 
the elderly and infirm and try to emulate his behavior. We are enriched when visitors ask questions and 
give us their perspectives.

LAFAYETTE FRIENDS MEETING

Lafayette Friends Meeting has been enriched in some ways through this difficult year. We were basking 
in the increased attendance of three young adults and 2 other new attenders when Covid struck. We 
participated in Meeting via Zoom, at first by attending OVYM, then set up our own which was fairly 
well attended. In April we began meeting in person in the back yard of our Meetinghouse, and this was 
enjoyed by all with attendance higher than normal and additional singing time before Meeting on many 
First Days. In October we were finally driven in due to cold weather, and met via Zoom due to Covid 
concerns of many. Since the start of Covid, we have not had a children's First Day School, and this has 
been a loss to us all.

As a Meeting, we participated in meal preparation for our local Lafayette Urban Ministry Homeless 
Shelter/Warming Center. We organized a few 'campfire sings' at the home of an attender. We had made 
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the decision in 2019 to keep our Meetinghouse, and had it renovated in 2020, welcoming a basement 
tenant in fall 2020 with plans to find a caretaker to live in the house proper after Covid as we had done 
before.

For those of us who participated in the backyard Meeting, all felt enriched by the natural environment 
and Meeting communion. A fewer number found Zoom Meeting to be beneficial, but those who did 
reported a surprising settling in and centering down to be possible over this electronic communication 
method. We have been fortunate to have not had serious illness among our members. As a whole, LFM 
has weathered the year with a strong commitment to our spiritual growth.

LEXINGTON FRIENDS MEETING

Lexington Friends Meeting joins our global community in solidarity and with renewed commitment to 
each other and the work of peace that lies ahead as we sift through our varied experiences of the past 
year. Friends at LFM have come to understand that no one has lived the same realities through the 
coronavirus pandemic. Our members and neighbors are facing insurmountable loneliness, overwhelming
exhaustion and responsibility, or unfathomable grief and trauma. In the same community we have shared
uncontrollable laughter, hope for the future, and undying gratitude to be able to lean on Friends during 
difficult moments. This has been a demanding year with many in our community living through extreme
spectrums of emotion. 

Our spiritual community often works out our values by attending to physical needs as best as we are 
able. The health of our attendees during COVID-19 compelled us to find new ways to connect safely. 
We transitioned to using Zoom for Meeting for Worship and Meeting for Business in March 2020. As 
the details of the pandemic emerged, we expanded our usage of virtual tools to allow for the 
continuation of our existing weekly programs such as First Hour and religious education, potlucks 
(which we now lovingly refer to as (un)potlucks), Experiment with Light, and Meeting for Healing. We 
felt Spirit's leading to institute new ways for connecting during this challenging year of isolation. We 
now practice twice-weekly virtual Quaker check-ins where members can drop in to share news or ask 
for support. We have also begun to digitally distribute the LFM Views – a supplement to our monthly 
newsletter – where our community shares thoughts and creative materials. We feel that all of these 
avenues of worship demonstrate healthy participation and leadership from many among us and that they 
are rich and moving for our community. Yet we also feel there is an important element of worship that 
cannot be duplicated online. There was much joy when last Fall, Friends developed methods of hosting 
small socially distant pop-up meetings to gather in worship in outdoor parks and yards. 

We feel incredibly blessed that our Zoom meetings have opened our doors to Friends far and wide. We 
have regularly fellowshipped with Quakers from across the state, and even outside of it. Many of our 
members have taken advantage of attending other meetings or participating in Yearly Meeting or 
national activities that felt more accessible because they were virtual. But we are heartbreakingly aware 
of the holes in our community as well. We have Friends in our number who have not been able to 
participate virtually because of a lack of comfort with technology or capacity. Many of our families with
children have expressed exhaustion between increased responsibilities and navigating the digital world 
all-week in their personal lives. We have sought to lift their burdens as best as we can and stay in contact
through writing letters and making phone calls. We continue to hold them in the Light for rest and are 
excited for the days when in-person worship may bring them more ease and involvement.
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This year has also demanded that Lexington Friends Meeting deepen our self-assessment of how racism 
shows up in ourselves and our place of worship. We have been called on by our members to better 
support and show up for our members of color as we work toward liberation. While we weren't aware of 
how the year would unfold, early in 2020 several Friends began a reading group to learn more about 
racism. We first read Waking up White by Debby Irving. The group has become an active part of our 
Meeting and continues to read books that are opening our eyes to the pervasiveness of systemic racism. 
In our own convictions and the lineage of Quakers who have gone before us, we condemn the countless 
murders of Black and Brown folks including George Floyd and Kentucky's own Breonna Taylor. We 
name that Black lives matter. To help facilitate our personal and collective unlearning, we have formed 
the Anti-Racism Coordinating Committee. In this most recent season of centuries old cruelty and racial 
injustice, we began to hold a weekly drop-in group which continues and where we share thoughts, ideas,
and experiences. It has become a place for deep and meaningful sharing. We know this work is vital as 
we seek to manifest our testimonies of equality and peace. Part of this commitment includes engaging 
our whole community. Building and maintaining relationships in our neighborhood and greater 
Lexington has been difficult due to our loss of physical presence in this past year. There has not been the
same ability to welcome drop in guests through our doors on Sunday morning. We are actively 
discerning how to continue moving forward in these aspects.

We have regularly reflected on the community we have been, how we have changed, and who we want 
to be when we return to in-person worship. Our conversations about creating environments that support 
our members have caused us to consider and engage with our Yearly Meeting's efforts on the topic of 
sexual misconduct. Some of our attendees who have served on the task force have led us through 
education and spiritual exercise as we look to develop our own policies and create a collective place of 
worship that recognizes individual needs and boundaries. 

We hold hope as we begin conversations about re-opening the Meetinghouse. We are cognizant that the 
journey ahead has more questions than answers. But we look forward to discerning it together.

LOUISVILLE FRIENDS MEETING

Louisville Meeting struggles with the effects of the pandemic on our worship and work, but we have a 
sense of positive energies as we rebound from periods of loss, grieving, and weakening over the past few
years. Our remote connection through video conferencing has enabled participation of distant Friends in 
worship and business and committee meetings. We have had a surprising, large increase in attendance at 
business meetings. On the other hand, some Friends find it difficult to center while using video 
conference-based worship. We have been more intentional about reaching out to those who have not 
attended for long periods of time or are unable or unwilling to attend by video conference. 

The meeting is starting to rebuild committees and the infrastructure of the meeting. Video conferencing 
has allowed distant Friends and relative newcomers to begin assuming committee roles and to share the 
work that had fallen more and more to a core group who have carried the meeting's load for too long. 

We remain a quiet meeting and are taking steps to deepen the vocal ministry. Beginning in September 
2020, and continuing roughly every two months, the Ministry and Worship committee has facilitated 
substituting Worship Sharing for waiting worship on First Day. These meetings draw more members and
attenders than we had seen in waiting worship when we could meet in person. We are hopeful that 
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providing these opportunities to speak from spirit-led reflection will encourage members and attenders 
to a new, deeper level of worship and of comfort with vocal ministry. 

New people have brought more focus on spiritual seeking and deepening to our meeting and we 
appreciate them. We have completed a seven-week, home-made introduction to Quakerism for anyone 
interested—old or new. This group of twelve included members, faithful attenders, and non-Quakers. We
hope this will make us a more welcoming and informed meeting for newcomers and for all seekers. We 
are also hoping these sessions might bring more understanding of, and openness to giving, vocal 
ministry. 

We continue to discern our collective leadings in work toward Equality and ending racism. We have 
labored with, but not yet united on, our corporate witness with regard to the police killing of Breonna 
Taylor in Louisville in 2020. Recently, though, a Friend held a Second Hour presentation on the history 
of our meetinghouse. The Speed family—who built and occupied the plantation known as Farmington, 
including the building we now own—were friends of Lincoln, but also slave owners. Their hemp farm 
relied heavily on enslaved labor for various pursuits, including cultivation of crops, building 
construction and so on. The Speeds were slave owners from 1816, when they first lived on Farmington, 
through the end of the Civil War. The discussion broadened and we've begun considering the depth of 
work to which we may be called regarding racism in ourselves, in the construction and history of our 
meetinghouse and in our larger community. We remember that Friends' work in this world must start 
with the moving of the Spirit. Some friends are now discussing offering a class to review and address the
issue of racism more intentionally. 

We are looking for insights, practices and tested ideas for our most pressing issues for Meeting. They 
are: 

•  providing religious education programs. A Friend has helped establish middle school and high 
school youth education opportunities in collaboration with Lexington Meeting, the OVYM 
youth secretary, and Friends School of Louisville. Although this is a wonderful opportunity for 
our older youth, this does not address needs of our younger friends. 

•  filling many remaining vacancies on various committees and defining those roles-- Treasurer, 
Finance committee, House and Grounds committee, restarting Religious Education and Peace 
and Social Concerns committees, and possibly reinventing Care and Nurture Committee to 
include welcoming and inclusion efforts. We want to be better able to meet the needs of 
Louisville Friends, attenders, and friends throughout the larger Louisville community. 

•  finding technological resources to maintain worship and work with distant Friends and locals 
together sometime this year. We have learned that worship via video conference has both 
strengths and challenges. We have discussed setting up a virtual breakout room before and after 
worship for Friends on video conferencing to converse with each other. We have expanded our 
experience of joining other Friends' meetings electronically in inter-visitation opportunities such
a Quarterly Meeting. Some Friends appreciate the opportunity to attend meetings while 
remaining at home. 

• restarting active consideration of the possibility of selling one or both of our properties and 
moving to a rental space in a more centrally located community center. Recently, a major water 
leak caused extensive damage to our Brighton house behind the meetinghouse. We are feeling 
the difficulties of keeping up our current properties. 

We have much good work to do as we continue to discern the leadings of the Inner Light.
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MIAMI MONTHLY MEETING

As did all spiritual/religious communities, Miami Monthly Meeting encountered unprecedented 
challenges generated by the coronavirus pandemic as it unfolded in a context of intense political and 
social turmoil. Through enduring faith in the Divine and commitment to our beloved community, we 
found the flexibility to adapt to new circumstances, keep our worship vital, maintain personal 
connections, and respond on a basic level to urgent social justice concerns. Throughout this past year, we
have striven to strengthen our bonds with one another and find ways, albeit generally small ones, to 
interface with the world outside our meeting house. 

Without question, the coronavirus disrupted Miami Monthly Meeting's usual practice. For 3 consecutive 
months, April, May, and June, and then most of December, the meeting houses were closed and we did 
not see our F/friends in person. However, in July, those who felt safe enough, sat in silent worship, 
wearing masks, socially distanced, with the doors wide open to the beautiful summer weather and the 
sound of song birds in the trees. We were grateful for messages reflecting on the nature of love and 
forgiveness as expressed by Jesus and Paul. For several First Days, we welcomed Brian Blankenship, 
Pastor of the United Methodist Church in Lytle, into our midst. Pastor Blankenship's messages also 
contributed to the joyful, reverent spirit of unity experienced by Friends during this time. By late fall, 
with the approach of colder weather and the increase in covid-19 cases, the community decided to once 
again close our doors and worship from home. We wrestled with the possible implications of this 
necessity, especially our decision to forego in-person Adult Education discussions throughout the 
summer/early fall months. Friends expressed realistic concern that the Meeting might suffer some loss of
motivation, making it harder for us to regain our former momentum once the public health crisis 
stabilized. 

Fortunately, throughout 2020 Friends remained actively involved in the spiritual, educational, and 
stewardship life of the meeting according to their individual gifts and as Way opened. A few examples 
will convey the spirit of this effort. One Friend consistently helped us think of productive ways to 
increase our visibility in the surrounding area once it was clear our Google ad experiment had yielded no
results. This Friend also voiced many creative ideas for fulfilling our strong desire to better educate 
ourselves about serious social problems, such as voting suppression and systemic racism, as well as 
deepen our spiritual practice. Others rolled up their sleeves and dove into the grimy, hard labor of 
disassembling a non-functioning furnace, fixing a serious basement drainage problem, and trimming 
trees. Another Friend committed to driving by the meeting houses daily and doing walk-throughs to 
identity potential maintenance issues. Friends regularly called and sent cards to members and attenders 
who had suffered losses and/or illness. We felt energized and stimulated by the presence of Gretchen and
Phil Stone, Friends from Tasmania, back in Waynesville for an extended visit.

Friends found meaningful ways to put Quaker values into action by supporting political candidates and 
organizations whose goals align with our testimonies. These actions often took the form of emailing and 
texting candidates but also included distributing literature and engaging in F/friendly conversations with 
folks with divergent views. Several Friends held spiritually-centered conversations with family and 
friends about these same matters. 

Additionally, our clerk attended some of the gatherings sponsored by the Waynesville Interfaith Group 
held at the United Methodist Church in Lytle. As mentioned above, Pastor Blankenship from this group 
joined us in worship when his own church closed due to the virus precautions. 
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Possibly a heightened desire for connection fostered a particularly centered, deeply worshipful gathering
at the Fort Ancient Meeting for Worship in July. Over 20 Friends from various Meetings sat in silent 
worship in the soft, warm morning light. Many stayed for fellowship and the brown bag/potluck meal at 
rise of Meeting. 

Through all these avenues we felt the power of the Divine Presence who cherishes all of creation. At the 
same time, Miami Friends engaged in an explicit reflection on the future of our Meeting, in part inspired
by the decision of our long-term clerk, Milton Cook, to spend half the year at his new home in Florida. 
For example, we explored the advantages of sharing the clerk's functions among members. Also, Friends
decided it is time for us to facilitate the transfer of the downstairs apartment to the Museum at Friends 
Home for use as a storage unit. Friends acknowledged that more such actions might be necessary in the 
future. In these adaptions, Friends clearly expressed their devotion to keeping the Meeting a center of 
Spirit-led worship and nurture for all who join us. 
 
Early in the new year, 2021, Miami Friends discovered the joy of Zoom Meeting for Worship, thanks to 
the technical skills of our Cleveland-based member, Tom Nowell, with the happy benefit of many more 
Friends joining us on First Day mornings. In fact, Friends from Georgia, Florida, Massachusetts, 
Indiana, and Chicago, Illinois, regularly sat in silent devotion together. Also, in 2021 William Nowell, a 
resident of Florida and member of Cleveland Monthly Meeting transferred his membership to Miami. 
We have found that despite the many challenges of the past year, our love for the Divine, one another, 
and our brothers and sisters of all faiths and cultures has strengthened our commitment to spreading 
Peace through seeking that of God in all.

NORTH MEADOW CIRCLE OF FRIENDS

Life seemed to completely turn upside down for our meeting as it did for many others in mid-March. I 
can't really remember anything much from that pre-lockdown time at the first of the year. And now 
trying to imagine going back to a time like that seems unreal. Perhaps with the advent of the 
immunizations we will find a less stressful place that is the same but different. And perhaps we will have
learned from the experiences.

We started out immediately meeting by Zoom and quickly added a meeting outside of the meeting house
as people wanted a "real" meeting. Neither has been completely satisfying as we longed to be together 
and to be able to shake hands and maybe even receive a hug. We have probably had about 15 attenders 
at both of our meetings. And this is about what we would have had in normal times. We have evolved 
into meeting separately but have every other meeting a joint Zoom experience. We hold our Meeting for 
Business on Zoom. 

Some of the positives of this time are that we have managed to maintain our sense of community even 
though we have not seen each other socially. Long gone are the potlucks and the discussion groups and 
First Day for children. 

The most exciting thing this year was the birth of Perry Holdzkom. His parents are Shannon Effler and 
Matt Holdzkom. We haven't had a chance to see him and hold him yet but that will come.
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We have also added a few new attenders and two new members. Our clerks have managed to hold 
meetings by Zoom as has the yearly meeting and FGC also. Most of us have gotten much better with the
technology that we thought we could be. 

Our love for each other and for our mutual community has continued. Whenever someone shares that 
they have had their two shots, we all rejoice. As we come to this Spring season we can feel nostalgic for 
the past but also rejoice in being able to still feel a great deal of unity. This could almost come under the 
name of being a miracle. 

We attempt to offer comfort to those who have lost family in our meetings. It is hard to celebrate those 
lives as we cannot have the normal and comforting rituals for loss.

We are talking about restarting our Spiritual Journeys and perhaps some discussions too.

Like most of us our meeting has suffered some financially—unfortunately there is no relief check for 
religious communities. However through the work of volunteers and friends from Rupert's Kids, we 
have gotten our vacant upstairs apartment ready again for rental and some much needed exterior 
painting done.

When things normalize we plan to share our building with the Iglesias de Amigos, a Spanish language 
meeting that is in need of a place to worship. They will have their meetings in the afternoon but we 
envision shared potlucks and perhaps discussion groups. This will be a great growth opportunity for us 
and for them.

We are a vibrant community still and this is a gift of the Spirit.

OXFORD FRIENDS MEETING

Like all Quaker Meetings in this ongoing pandemic, Oxford Meeting has encountered significant 
challenges and made significant discoveries. Already reduced in numbers by deaths and removals, we 
suddenly faced the difficult decision about whether to continue to meet face to face or explore on-line 
options. After an interval of face-to-face meetings with some on-line participation, we moved to full on-
line meeting in the summer.

Unexpectedly, the on-line form of meeting has had some positive results for us. Meeting for worship is 
now increased by distant members, and by guests who would otherwise have no access to our meeting. 
We have been able to attend a nearby meeting in memory of a deceased Friend. We have been able to 
offer second-hour activities to a wider audience. We miss live meetings very much but are glad to have 
found that the Spirit has responded creatively to the current limits. We intend to keep including at least a 
partial on-line component of our meetings, in hopes of extending our outreach even after the pandemic 
has lifted.

We feel our spiritual condition to be "stretched" by current challenges. The lack of regular encounters 
has made us mindful of the importance of the informal contact before and after worship that created and 
sustained our social web by building our acquaintance with each other, in both "that which is eternal" 
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and more transient ways. We miss the opportunity to offer the hospitality of a live meeting to seekers 
and first-time attenders.

Despite the limitations of on-line meeting, we continue to be nourished by meeting for worship. Friends 
report satisfaction with vocal ministry, whose frequency seems unaffected by the online medium. Some 
of us find the Revised Common Lectionary to be a good source of preparation for weekly worship and a 
prompt for vocal ministry when way opens. Each month, we open worship by reading one of the queries 
from Faith and Practice. We continue our custom of leaving time for afterthoughts after the rise of 
meeting for worship, when Friends share thoughts and concerns that didn't seem to find a place in the 
silence. We find that meeting for worship is supported by active second-hour study, which has been 
reduced by pandemic constraints but was recently revived to include a session updating us on the 
activities of Friends Committee on National Legislation.

While lack of live meeting has limited our visible connection to our local community, we have found 
some opportunities for outreach. We value our membership in the local Religious Communities 
Association, which arranges (now on-line) meetings among local churches, and we are enriched by the 
mission of the Oxford Interfaith Center. The Interfaith Center has featured one of our youth as part of a 
program representing a spectrum of religious traditions, and another Friend served on a panel discussing 
churches' relationship to LGTBQ members. Also, individual members of the meeting continue to serve 
on local peace, justice, and service organizations.

Looking ahead, we have hope that the discoveries and longings that this difficult year has brought will 
help guide our recovery as a welcoming and witnessing faith community. We hope that having been 
stretched, we have become more elastic.

WHITE ROSE FRIENDS MEETING

Let's pray for White Rose Meeting—a small gathering of Friends who would welcome more Friends to 
join on their scheduled worship days once their meeting space re-opens. Although they have rarely met 
during the pandemic, they remain, each in their own way, active in Christ's and Quaker affairs.

YELLOW SPRINGS FRIENDS MEETING

 
"The Lord showed me, so that I did see clearly, that he did not dwell in these temples which men had 
commanded and set up, but in people's hearts…his people were his temple, and he dwelt in them."

For many years, Rockford Chapel has served as Yellow Springs Friends home to our connection with the
spirit that streams through all. The windows and doors of Rockford have been open for any who wished 
to look in or enter. We have sung together, then sat in silence, listening as someone rose, led to speak. At
close of meeting, those who wished joined a circle to sing a small prayer before sharing a potluck lunch 
and conversation, every Sunday, not just before our monthly business meeting. Children went first in the
potluck line, fresh back inside after walks through the Glen.
 
We struggle to continue to be that blessed place of worship while unable to worship in person, in 
Rockford.
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The number of people who still "come to meeting" on Sundays has declined because of the physical, 
emotional, personal, and financial drains and limits upon us all. Not everyone can, or wants to, worship 
on Zoom, which is where our main meeting for worship has been for over a year. There seems to be 
more silence than shared ministry, but those attending speak of having a definite sense of the presence of
the Divine. Others find more strength when worshipping physically close to others, even in small 
groups.

Sometimes we have a sense of disconnection, but we remind each other that the Divine is still with us, 
no matter who or where we are. There has been delight in welcoming new faces and voices, and in 
seeing the return of those from far away or long ago, who are now able to attend through Zoom. As we 
consider what our meeting may be like when we are able to worship together again, we are also 
exploring incorporating Zoom into our traditional gathering. 

This has been a year of change, uncertainty and examination of our Meeting and ourselves. This June we
will be celebrating the 90th anniversary of worshipping together as Friends in Rockford Chapel, the 
building that has served as our meeting house. However, after learning that Antioch College would 
consider selling the building to us, we have also been holding threshing sessions this spring. Do we have
the energy, the strength, the resources, the future membership? As we struggle now to be a meeting 
without a building, how would we do without Rockford? Is Rockford our foundation, who are we 
without it? Do we agree with George Fox that God does not dwell in the building, but in people's hearts?
After more than three months of discernment, we did reach clarity that yes, we should pursue purchasing
Rockford. 

We are aware our meeting is aging and shrinking—this can be seen as we look to find people to fill the 
roles needed for a Meeting to carry on. This has been very difficult, COVID-19 and the inability to meet 
in person have contributed greatly to this. Committee sizes and efficiencies have decreased, while the 
work seems to remain the same or grow. Those doing the work are spread thin and grow weary. A 
committee of the committee clerks has been meeting occasionally to help each other and incorporate 
adjustments to support presiding clerks now and in the future. 

Some Friends have pointed out that there are positives and negatives amongst all of this. The bright side 
of any temporary dimming of our light is how appreciative it has made us, as one friend said, of "how 
wonderful it is to have interactions with each other". 

Despite the increase of the virus and the number of deaths in the nation, we have been fortunate to have 
no known deaths of members or attenders to report, from any cause, though some have recovered from 
Covid or other illnesses, or surgeries. No weddings last year, though we anticipate at least one soon. One
birth from a member's child, and others expected within the year. 

We have been nudged to try different and unfamiliar habits and customs, combining Quaker processes 
with new and creative ways to handle challenging situations,

Reaching out in times of the pandemic has been an unexpected style of ministry, although challenging. 
Phone calls have been known to lift the spirits of both the caller and the recipient. 
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The outside, in-person meeting, begun last year from concerns for two members held inside Friends 
Assisted Living, is still faithfully attended by several who find the divine presence more accessible in 
this manner. 

The Canopy on loan last year from a member has returned, set up by volunteers, and will again be used 
for outside worship, lunches and dinners, and will also be shared with other groups. It is our alternative, 
for now, to inside gatherings, as we wait, both for a leading and the health department, to determine 
when it will be safe to meet within Rockford.

Changes in world views during the pandemic have also led our meeting to unity on the importance of 
declaring ourselves an anti-racist meeting. Coming slower are leadings on how to actually be antiracist, 
aside from readings and book discussions on the topic, joining in antiracism workshops, giving 
donations to groups in our local community—young black activists, a multi-racial group facilitating 
interracial dialogues on racial diversity, and the prison-based world of an inter-racial choir co-founded 
by one of our members. 
 
This feeling of unity for our meeting, plus witnessing the different styles of worship within our members
during these times is a reflection of the diversity in this country and the world. Our hearts grow fonder 
with the absences within our meeting; we long to sit together in one room, We find comfort in knowing 
there is that steady stream of God in all, in those we're physically separated from, as well as those we 
worship next to. We may be trickling along at times, but we are still here, guided by the presence from 
the Light within.

"Breaking News: God ignores quarantine advice. Decides to be everywhere anyway."

State of Society Report
The past year of pandemic, political divisiveness and eruption of festering racism have been a challenge 
for our country and the wider world. Meetings within Ohio Valley Yearly Meeting Friends found 
creative ways to respond and continue their worship and work, but also felt the loss of the personal 
contact that normally binds us together. The isolation, fear and uncertainly made many Friends look 
inward and seek guidance. We also turned toward each other, seeking ways to maintain fellowship while
physically distanced. It has been a journey of learning new ways to worship and gaining a renewed 
appreciation of our need to be in community. As this summary is written, there is returning hope that we 
will again be gathered in the Light in one place. "And I will be found by you, says the Lord, and I will 
return your captivity and gather you from all the nations and from all the places where I have driven 
you." Jeremiah 29:14.

Some meetings stopped meeting entirely early in the pandemic, although most then quickly moved to 
online worship. A few meetings continued to meet in person, often outdoors in warmer weather, if space 
and numbers allowed distancing. Others remained online or created hybrid meetings, with some 
attending in person and others online. Online worship was problematic for Friends who lacked the 
technological access or found it spiritually inadequate and exhausting. Yet the new forms of worship 
also allowed inclusion of members who would otherwise be kept from meeting by distance or health 
concerns. Some Meetings plan to continue with a hybrid format so that these Friends can continue to be 
involved. It has also been easier for Friends to participate in programming by AFSC, Pendle Hill and 
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other Quaker organizations which moved their work online. A few meetings have even been able to 
grow in spite of, or maybe thanks to, the pandemic. New attenders may have found it easier to attend our
meetings. Or perhaps the pandemic and political upheaval has encouraged a new group of seekers. 

A common concern was the difficulty of ministering to youth and parents, who were already stretched 
by online schooling and reluctant to join online. Some traditional activities were suspended or 
reimagined, such as potlucks, retreats and the weekly worship sponsored by one meeting at a nearby 
Quaker nursing home. Committee meetings, discussions and reading groups moved online. Creative 
solutions included walking groups, online "potlucks" where Friends ate at home while chatting over 
Zoom and variety shows with recorded performances. Meetings also placed greater efforts to identify 
and respond to the needs of individuals in need of pastoral care in the midst of the isolation, grief and 
stress caused by the pandemic and unrest. 

Friends have continued in their leadings to pursue social justice in addressing issues such as 
immigration, homelessness, fair voting, peace, and earthcare. The need to address issues of racism seems
to have moved almost universally to the fore of the issues of social concern among our meetings. The 
George Floyd murder sparked greater commitment to anti-racism and acknowledging white privilege 
among Friends. 

Several meetings are also turning attention to concerns about the spaces in which they worship. Some 
meetings are wrestling with what to do with their properties, some have opened them up to other groups,
some are contemplating selling them, others buying them or lamenting not being able to use them after 
much effort in completing renovations. Yet we have also been reminded that the Meeting is the gathered 
community, wherever and however it meets. 

The need to be flexible and welcome change has resulted in meetings implementing innovations to 
enhance both community and the ways in which we worship together. Waiting worship and "the way we 
have always done things" is no longer necessarily sacrosanct. One meeting wrote that we may be more 
flexible than we realized. Has the pandemic created an opening for transformation, as one meeting 
suggests?

Prepared by Religious Nurture and Education
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Memorial Minutes

PAUL KRIESE

Paul Kriese died on Saturday morning, March 6, 2021, at
Friends Fellowship Community in Richmond, Indiana. The
Religious Society of Friends, and indeed the broader
community, lost a great person who worked tirelessly to make
the world a better place, especially for those who are
marginalized, silenced, or oppressed.

Paul was born on August 15, 1947 to Richard and Florence
Kriese in Buffalo, New York. He had a rough start in life: he
was born 3 months prematurely and his mother died while he
was still a baby. When he was about 10, he participated in a
demonstration with Buffalo Friends Meeting and then started
attending meeting for worship there, eventually becoming a
member of the meeting. Later he learned that his late mother
had been a Friend as well.

As a child, Paul was keenly aware of racism and was befriended
by a local African-American boy who helped him through some
tough times. His gratitude for the friendship of African-Americans led to his involvement in the Civil 
Rights Movement of the 1960s. He was one of the approximately 1000 volunteers from the North who 
went to Mississippi for the Freedom Summer of 1964. He met Martin Luther King, Jr. and worked with 
him later. In fact, Paul was in Memphis, Tennessee on April 4, 1968 when King was assassinated there.

Paul realized that as a white man from the north, he could easily escape the dangers of civil rights work, 
and he was grateful for the courage of the Black southerners who risked their lives to host him and make
it possible for him to participate in this work. He made a lifelong commitment to continue working for 
racial equality because he knew racism would not be overcome quickly.

Education was always a high priority in Paul's life. In addition to his bachelor's degree, he earned three 
master's degrees, including one from the Earlham School of Religion, and a PhD from Purdue 
University in Political Philosophy and Comparative Politics. While at Purdue he was a member of 
Lafayette Friends Meeting and he was active in the school's interfaith student center.

Paul moved to Richmond 40 years ago and transferred his membership to Clear Creek Meeting. He was 
a professor of political science at Indiana University East until he retired in 2015. Teaching was his 
calling, a lifelong commitment to helping students find their own voices and ways to participate in their 
communities and the wider world. He almost never talked about his faith community or religious beliefs 
in class, but he saw teaching as his way of serving God and serving the world. Paul was passionate about
the importance of civic engagement and he published many books and articles that reflected his 
commitment not only to racial equality but also to equal rights for women, immigrants, LGBTQ 
individuals, and those of different faiths.
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Paul was very active in Ohio Valley Yearly Meeting. He served on many committees and also as the YM
presiding clerk. Paul was named a representative of OVYM to larger Quaker bodies, and he particularly 
enjoyed working with FCNL and FGC, serving on many of their committees as well. Paul challenged 
OVYM to be better, from facing our own racism to supporting women in leadership positions within the 
YM, to reminding all of us about the differences in financial abilities and the need to cover travel costs 
for committee members and representatives.

As a member of Clear Creek at the time of Oxford Meeting's formation in the 1980s, Paul was a 
frequent visitor and elder to Oxford Meeting, bringing encouragement and advice to that young and 
inexperienced meeting. He continued to visit from time to time after Oxford was chartered in 1990 and 
he later joined them as a member from 2008 to 2014, when he transferred his membership back to Clear 
Creek. Oxford Friends report that they benefited from his strong commitment to social justice generally, 
and to racial justice specifically.

Paul was also drawn to Judaism, originally through contacts made during the Civil Rights Movement 
and then later upon learning that part of his family history was Jewish. He actively attended Beth Boruk 
Temple in Richmond, where he participated in education, religious, cultural, social, and recreational 
activities in support of Jewish community and tradition.

Probably everyone who met Paul would agree that he was a unique sort of person. Some would call him 
quirky, others might use less friendly language. In his 50's Paul was diagnosed with Asperger Syndrome,
now considered an autism spectrum disorder. He found this diagnosis to be helpful in explaining why he 
sometimes had difficulties relating to others. He later spent time thinking about people he had hurt and 
making a point of apologizing to numerous people and rebuilding relationships.

Paul was married to a long-time friend, Susan Lee Barton, from 1986 to 2001. The marriage became 
very stressful with different expectations. In 2001 he realized that he did not want to be married to 
anyone and filed for divorce. His friendship with Susan Lee was one of those which he worked to 
rebuild after the divorce, and continued to work at for the rest of his life. Paul and Susan Lee remained 
friends until he died.

Throughout his lifetime, Paul both experienced and witnessed violence, betrayal, and trauma. His 
reaction was not to turn bitter or seek revenge, but to organize people to make the world a better place 
through nonviolent social action. He was not concerned about what happens after death, believing 
instead that one's legacy is determined by how one lives their life. Paul lived his life with conviction, 
with courage, and with integrity. He leaves a great legacy for us all.

CAROLE MORRILL

Carole Morrill was born in Philadelphia in December of 1945. She died in Yellow Springs in June of 
2020. She was the daughter of two pillars of the Yellow Springs Friends Meeting, Irwin and Freda 
Abrams. Like her father, she was a college professor at Antioch College. Carole graduated from Bryan 
High School in Yellow Springs in 1963. As a high school student, she served as a baby-sitter for David 
and Rachel Hyde. Carole earned both her bachelor's and master's degrees at Antioch.
 
Carole lived much of her life in Yellow Springs, but she also lived overseas. She spoke many languages. 
When she was a child, she and her family lived in France for a year on the shores of Lake Geneva. When
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she was in high school she was an exchange student in Reutlingen, Germany. As a young adult she lived 
for ten years in Sweden and was married to a Swede. While there she led education seminars at 
Stockholm University, the Swedish police academy, and at other institutions. At that time Sweden was 
dealing with immigration, diversity, and racial tensions. Carole was an immigrant herself, and very 
articulate. Her views were published in the Swedish media, including the Stockholm newspaper Svenska
Dagbladet.

In 1977 Carole married again, this time to Viejo Reis from Finland, and then returned to the United 
States. They first lived in the Philadelphia area. In 1991 they moved to Yellow Springs. It was then that 
she became a professor at Antioch. When Carole retired from that she started her own consulting 
practice. In that role she advised and trained leaders in the non-profit world.

Carole was a connoisseur of international cuisine. She had cookbooks written in French, German, 
Swedish, and Italian. In retirement she was active on Ravelry, a social media site for knitters and 
crocheters. 

She is survived by her two sons, Scott London of Santa Barbara, California, and Stefan Reis of Portland,
Oregon; three grandchildren, Gabriela, Via, and Fox; a great-grandson Jay, as well as Carole's brother 
David Abrams of Brooklyn, New York.

JAMES RAMSEY

James Ramsey died on February 23, 2021 at the age of 96 in the Cape May retirement community in 
Wilmington, Ohio. He is survived by his wife, Millie E. Ramsey. Both Jim and Millie are members in 
good standing of Campus Friends Meeting. After graduating from Wilmington College in 1948, Jim 
taught at Cedarville, Miami University and the University of Dayton as well as Wilmington College. His
textbook Basic Pathophysiology: Modern Stress and the Disease Process was adopted by more than 100 
schools of medicine and nursing in the U.S., Canada and Great Britain. Following the memorial service 
for his mentor Wilmington College professor of biology Frank Hazard in 1963, Jim and Hazard's widow 
Barbara, planted the first tree in what would become Hazard Arboretum on the campus of Wilmington 
College. Campus Meeting Friends recognize that Jim Ramsey stands squarely in the tradition of Quaker 
scientists - a scholar and researcher at heart with a concern for the welfare of all Creation. 

Jim and Millie were inseparable partners, a combination which greatly enhanced the social and spiritual 
life of Campus Friends Meeting. They co-hosted the monthly query-reflection meals where after dinner, 
Friends shared their response to a 'query of the month' in a fellowship circle in their living room. Jim's 
vocal ministry delivered out of the silence in an unhurried, soft-spoken voice, often with a gentle sense 
of humor, reflected his love of nature and all God's children. Jim was the Campus Friends Meeting 
naturalist for our annual retreats. As early as 2009, the monthly meeting minutes report: Jim and Millie 
Ramsey's nature program was much enjoyed. Jim who knew the name of every flower, bush or tree, bird
or insect living at Quaker Knoll Camp, delighted in introducing us to them. No matter if we were stuck 
inside the Lodge because of inclement weather or wandering through the meadow and woods, the half-
hour with Jim was a much-anticipated part of the agenda. 

Surely Jim is lying down in green pastures trailing his fingers in the still waters. 
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